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Comment
I

for this. For example, you are trapped by your previous
pronouncements in a political culture where ‘not for turning’ is
actually seen as a strength, not a psychosis. You also face the
detritus of what you have already done which blocks possible
avenues of escape. All politicians have to wrestle with increasing
numbers of compromises in direct proportion to success/power
achieved. But mostly they end up trapped by themselves. People
often don’t understand what politicians actually face. Britain
in recent years has been imbued with the ideal of ‘respect’ everyone has started to believe that they have a statutory right
to be treated in the manner which they consider ‘right’, and that
rarely means being criticised. Politicians, on the other hand,
live a life under perpetual attack. It can get to such a point that
it is hard to even remember when positive things are said about
you. They simply feel under constant assault.

t is ten years since devolution - an obvious time to stop and
take stock of what has happened in Scottish politics. And so
the media and the commentators use the opportunity to reflect
on what has been done and achieved and what not by the
establishment of a Parliament in Scotland. But this only makes
sense because of the neatness of anniversaries. In political
terms, ten years sometimes means very little.
Take for instance the pouring over ‘ten years of Blair’. People
make the attempt to force reflection into timescales which
in turn makes us believe the timescales are important. But
for Blair, we knew pretty well everything we needed to know
within three years of his election (although some people took
more time to catch on). Blair discharged his residual duties to
the Labour movement in the first year (the things he couldn’t
dump like the minimum wage and devolution for Scotland). At
the same time, he started ‘ruling as New Labour’. By the time
we had been through the first scandal (called the ‘Eccleston
Affair’ even though the name had as little to do with the bribery
involved as the Watergate Hotel name had to political black ops),
the reinvention of PFI as PPP and the Kosovo bombing, people
looking with a clear mind at the landscape had the measure of
the Blair decade. Many people took a while to catch on (“he’s
not a power freak who demonstrates an unhealthy degree of
excitement when around any form of power especially when it
involves explosives and military types, he’s actually trying to save
Albanian Kosovans”, “PPP is not about making big construction
companies and shady consultancies phenomenally rich, it’s
about building schools to give poor people a chance”). But
they really should be embarrassed - the intoxicating mixture
of megalomaniacal power-love, venality, domineering and
obsequious obedience in his personality was such a quick, close
fit to the neoliberal and neoconservative policies he pursued
from the start that not noticing was pretty inexcusable. We
needed a ‘ten year review’ in 2007 about as much as we needed
to ask ‘he won’t really invade Iraq, will he’ in 2003.

The fairly understandable psychological reaction to this is to
not believe what is said about you (an avenue down which one
would discover either Buddhism or a mental breakdown) but
rather to believe in yourself, your ‘values’, your ‘mission’, even
more than you did before. Politicians understand this but the
public doesn’t - the best way to ensure a politician digs in is to
fire mortar rounds at them. We non-elected-politicians really
don’t properly understand this and it is one of the reason we
hold politicians in contempt for doing not only what we would
do in the same circumstance but which we actually do (when
we argue with our partner, get irritated by another couple in
a restaurant, get annoyed by a car failing to let us out when
we just did exactly the same to another car). Politicians, like
all humans, develop a personality and a position and, like all
humans, they tend not to change these fundamentally.
So, we will leave the ‘impact of the first ten years of devolution’
to the historians. The real question is, what is the impact of the
politics we have today? After all, any political strategist will tell
you that ten years - three elections - is a parallel time zone.
Politics is a real-time pursuit.

Neither politicians nor parties are particularly prone to real
change once they get started. There are many, many reasons

Two years ago the established order was unsettled. Political
historians are prone to gasping in surprise that ‘as recently as
2
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one of them, but let’s do it anyway. Kirsty Wark was a ‘journalist’
who lived in Scotland. The apostrophes are because journalists
are not really meant to be protagonists, close personal friends
with whichever Labour leader was in power (lunch with Donald,
holidays with Jack). The traditional role of journalists is not
really to end up on all sorts of commissions and bodies which
in turn shaped the future in the shared image of all concerned.
When she interviewed Salmond after he won, no-one watching
it could have imagined it was an interview. It was venting in
disbelief.

the 1960s’ the Tories did pretty respectably in Scottish elections.
But this perspective is of course fine for history but pointless
for politics (in October this year a generation of students will be
filling our universities who will have little meaningful memory
of Tony Blair, while sizeable chunks of the young professional
classes today will have little or no memory of Tory rule). For
all political intents and purposes, Scotland has been a Labour
dominion forever. And all dominions take on the character of
their rulers. The British elite no longer has the propensity to
build statues of themselves (although there are some who still
feel uncomfortable with the unseemly speed of the deification
of Donald Dewar and the erection of his tribute in such a prime
Glasgow location). But they impose themselves everywhere.
And the place it matters most is in the mind.

It wasn’t just ‘Donald’s Friends’ (Donald Dewar being the icon
they are most likely to defer to); lots of people who ought to
know better just went along with this viewpoint. Thus it was that
the broad opinion as it appeared in the press was that Salmond
would be lucky to last six months. This revealed the crushing
stupidity of the establishment. For one thing, it demonstrates
a very poor understanding of parliamentary democracy in
Scotland. Every single Labour, Conservative and Liberal
Democrat MSP would have had to vote against Salmond and
then in favour of (probably) McConnell. Why did they think the
Conservatives wanted Labour back in power in Scotland? Did
they think the Liberal Democrats didn’t know this would pretty
well shred their reputation as an independent party? Why didn’t
they realise that this still wasn’t enough and that they’d need
the Green votes as well to get a two-thirds majority? Should
they be reaching for their laptops without understanding the
basic constitutional basis for what they were predicting?

In 2007 the SNP won an election and it is no overstatement to
say that for much of the political establishment in Scotland the
situation was impossible to resolve in their heads. This is not
hyperbole - many people seriously did not think this would be
‘allowed’. What they meant by this - they thought - was that
the party which won the election did not carry a parliamentary
majority and, worse than that, appeared to be on their own in
terms of their ‘big idea’. They thought they meant that the will of
the democratic construction of the Scottish Parliament would
lead inevitably to a return to the agreed order. But that is not
really what they meant. What they meant was that democracy
comes second to ‘stability’, that the ‘order’ is such for a good
reason and that matters will resolve back to nature. What
they really meant was that They and All the People They Knew
(inevitably a small, white, wealthy group) wouldn’t stand for
this. In May 2007, Scotland was awash with people who had
spent as many as 30 years establishing themselves in the ‘right’
networks only to wake up to discover the network has been
fired. This Would Not Do.

But much more pertinently, did they think that this was all going
to be ‘just so’ without so much as a squeak from the ‘other
ranks’? You really did not need to be an SNP supporter to be
outraged by the idea that, having lost an election to a party which
it might be worth giving a go to see how they got on, a bunch
of no-names could get together and undo it without so much
as a whisper of dissent. In the minds of the elite, the townsfolk
would just nod in agreement when the elders decided to remove
the person who got the most votes and put their boy Jack back
in. This was ignorance, and arrogance.

But this isn’t that surprising because the establishment is always
both convinced of its legitimacy and stupid about the wider
world. The host of people in Scotland who lived on a medievalstyle patronage system were undone. It is unfair to pick on only
3
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And then there were the Socialists and Greens. The folk memory
of the Socialists isn’t great, to be honest. Tommy Sheridan
is arguable the most impressive politician to have sat in the
Scottish Parliament. This will be an extremely controversial view
among many of the sages who talk about politics but then they
often can’t differentiate between power and ability - Sheridan
had an absolutely overwhelmingly hostile press (the Daily
Record - ‘Labour-suporting’ is an insufficient description - even
refused for a while to print his name). He had no resources, no
long-standing party infrastructure and no parliamentary votes.
And yet he instantly became one of the most visible Scottish
politicians and carved out a real, functional space for the
Scottish Socialist Party. You don’t have
to like or agree with Sheridan to accept
this. But the wins in the first four years
- warrant sale abolition apart - were
organisational. He built up the profile
of the party. But there wasn’t much
evidence that this had dragged the other
parties to the left - in fact, this was the
four years when the SNP took a fairly
sharp right-turn.

Which is all how we got here. It is important to remind ourselves
of this context to answer the question ‘is Scottish politics as a
whole any more left-wing because of the 2007 election?’.
But it is also important to establish a ‘baseline’ - how left were
we before? This is of course both complicated and subjective,
but here are some suggestion. Firstly, there were three phases
under three leaders. The Dewar period was by far the most
conservative - this might be justified by the reality of getting
a new parliament to bed in, but it is something of a stretch to
imagine that it was going to change much. After all, Dewar
was a very small-c conservative politician, was very loyal and
closely linked to Downing Street and the Westminster tradition.
These three factors are how to define the
Labour element of the first eight years of
Government. McLeish was easily the most
radical of the Labour leaders in instinct,
and while he was fairly traditionally loyal
and was from the Westminster tradition
he was very committed to an independent
approach being taken in Scotland. Most
of what is taken to be the Parliament’s
achievements (tuition fee abolition, free
care for the elderly, a better deal for
teachers and so on) were McLeish-led
initiatives (the fee abolition as a Minister
rather than First Minister). And thus it
was that he generated the usual unhinged
ire from Gordon Brown (who believed he
controlled these things) and damaging
stories started leaking out of the Fife Labour Party (it is hard to
imagine that would happen without Brown’s knowledge at least)
and he was brought down, probably more by his own side than
by McLetchie or the media as is now the received history. (It
is funny to look at McLeish’s misdemeanours in light of what
we can now prove about his peers - out of the lot of them it
seems Henry was the only MP who was involved in a muddle
rather than a fiddle.) And then came McConnell, by instincts a
follower (radical when it’s the done thing, cautious when it’s the
done thing), certainly loyal but not of the Westminster tradition
and indeed roundly ridiculed and insulted by the Westminster
tendency. He has been given credit for bringing ‘respectability’
back to the Scottish Parliament, but this is surely a euphemism
for ‘greater compliance with the dictates set down by London
and the anti-Parliament media’. It is hard to see how history will
be kind on McConnell, which is perhaps unfair. In his cautious
way he did indeed protect Scotland from the worst of Blairism,
but that means that he is really only credited with what he didn’t
do. That his reported proudest achievement is the smoking
ban is particularly filled with pathos - it was an opposition Bill
that the Scottish Executive didn’t support until it realised it was
going to defeated anyway.

The SNP came in
thinking it could
get away with
socially-democratic
neoliberalism. This
is a lie. Either you
are for justice or
for avarice and they
simply do not resolve.

There is plenty of evidence that the
Greens were pulled along in that
slipstream, at least to some extent.
The sole Green - Robin Harper - simply
didn’t impose himself on either the
public or the political consciousness
and the wins were marginal (what
effective environmental actions has the Parliament taken?).
The grassroots campaigning of the Greens was important
but it was in some significant part the profile of Sheridan that
demonstrated the viability of small parties, and led those who
would never have voted SSP to consider the Greens.
And then there was the 2003-07 period. Bluntly, the smaller
parties may largely have been swept out of Parliament because
of quirks in the voting system but that would be an overlygenerous assessment. The SSP situation has been dissected
in the Scottish Left Review a number of times, but that has
always been about personalities. The harsh truth is that in the
four years when there were six Greens and five Socialists, the
identifiable impact was minimal. OK, there was a short period
where people were caught by the surprise of it, but after that
the delivery was minimal. There are three things the smaller
parties ought to have achieved in those four years. One was
consolidation - they should have made themselves intrinsic
parts of the landscape. This required two things to happen.
One was that they needed to have made some real mark on the
Parliament beyond the procedural - speaking in debates was
fine but there had to be a sign that their presence was making
a difference in terms of action. Sure, the four big parties tried
their damnedest to isolate the SSP in particular, but that just
makes it all the more important to find both constructive and
obstructive ways to get things done. It didn’t really happen.
And the third thing that should have happened is that the other
parties should have been worried about electoral advance and
tacked left. But this really didn’t happen - the Greens provoked a
bit of token environmentalism in the manifestos of other parties
but there is little evidence of any more impact than that.

We of course have to factor in the Liberal Democrat influence as
well. For the first eight years of devolution Jim Wallace imposed
a traditional liberal approach on the Labour Executive. There
were a couple of areas where this pushed results in a more
liberal outcome and there were a couple of big wins (tuition fee
abolition being an obvious case). But the main role of the Liberal
Democrats was to act as a ‘human shield’ for the defensive role
of Scottish Labour - successive First Ministers could fall back
on the argument that they had no option but to take a different
line from London on various policies on the basis that they
would be forced to by the Lib Dems anyway.

So, to return to our beginning, the question is not what difference
the last ten years has made. The question is what difference
4
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and Richard Baker is trying to make the justice position sound
much more Blairite. Labour is trying in opposition to become
the very thing it can’t be if it wants to survive in elected politics
in Scotland. They are trying to be more like London. Then again,
if these are your heavyweights you’re going to have to try and be
more like someone. But when Brown goes so will this group.
It’s just hard to see what next?

the last two has made and how would we know? In this issue
of the SLR a variety of writers consider what has happened to
the various parties in the last two years and whether they have
tacked left or right. The following couple of paragraph provides
no more than a snapshot to help us understand whether the
totality has changed.
The SNP has taken power and is moving in two directions at
once. On the one hand it is promoting a much more socially
democratic (and sometimes genuinely radical) response to
what might be called ‘public services’ and the wider social
agenda. Labour may feign its masculine ‘people’s party’
response to the abolition of PFI and pretend it is an attack on
parents or patients. This is total, complete and utter stupidity.
Labour wants the SNP to build schools using Tory privatisation
policies. It seems unable to understand that the ability to build
any schools in the future relies on this giant off-the-books con
being stopped now. Five shiny schools now and a generation of
blight is not a ‘people’s priority’. Another major change is that
the old Labour Executive mime act about the big world issues (a
slight frown was supposed to make you believe they didn’t really
want to invade Iraq but no words would be spoken) is gone. Iain
Gray would love to believe that most people think Salmond’s
willingness to talk about global issues is posturing, but that’s
because they don’t get it; people want their leaders to speak
honestly about the big issues. On nuclear weapons, nuclear
power, overseas wars and the rest of it, Scotland finally has a
voice, and it is saying the right things. It is elsewhere that the
real concern lies.

Meanwhile the Lib Dems are really quite daft. The old-style
liberalism of Jim Wallace has been replaced with an utterly
confused and utterly mistimed attempt by the young guard to
become neoliberal shock-troops. Nicol Stephen was incredibly
attracted to the ‘high-powered’ business types without really
understanding their agenda but mouthing it anyway. His
successor, Tavish Scott, is the last person in Britain to believe
that sharp cuts in income tax are going to do anything positive
in the middle of a recession. Their inability to find any sort of
role is an incredibly damning indictment of the party. Really,
what are they for? And bluntly, what are the Greens for? They
have been a real disappointment and appear either unwilling or
unable to play the role of a minority party playing the numbers
game to achieve anything.
So has the totality moved left? Yes. But with caveats. There is
just no chance now of the kind of loony-London ‘think-tank’
agenda which seems always to involve selling off or privatising or
otherwise undermining the public sector. There is a faltering but
real attempt to try some new things - Local Income Tax (which is
more progressive), a PFI replacement, turning backs on the ‘jail
the poor and desperate’ agenda. There is a real, liberating sense
that now there is a mainstream, political Scottish response to
the worst of the world’s problems; somehow we no longer feel
like children in the face of war crimes and militarism. And
solid, popular local politics is back, with issues such as hospital
closures being take seriously by the Government again. At least
this makes politics feel responsive locally.

The SNP came in thinking it could get away with sociallydemocratic neoliberalism. It could give full-blooded support to
the low tax, deregulation, rich-get-richer-and-richer ideologies
of Bush but obscure them behind the ‘other stuff’. This is a lie of
the first order and is by far the biggest stain on this Government.
Either you are for justice or for avarice and they simply do not
resolve. If people get an unlimited right to grab everything they
can, someone must lose. Trickle-down is so debunked as a
serious policy approach that following it is ridiculous. ‘Wealthgenerators’ do not generate wealth, they appropriate it. In
case this isn’t clear, did anyone buy more car tyres because
of Tom Farmer or more training shoes because of Tom Hunter
or did they just capture and expanding market for themselves,
denuding local communities of the wealth that would otherwise
have been generated there? So long as the SNP keeps up this
lie, the rest of its achievements will always be at risk.

But, and this is the big, big but, it’ll all be pulled apart if there
continues to be a refusal to recognise the importance of the
whole. Right now the SNP is still pretending to be the nice
neoliberals. There is no such thing. Either they take on the
dysfunctional remains of the neoliberal Scottish economy
and attempt to do something different with it or it will, sooner
rather than later, pull the rest down. The whole body of Scottish
politicians are like rabbits in headlights. The politics they used to
understand (with rules like ‘no-one will ever be heard criticising
someone who is pro-busines’ and ‘people are so obsessed with
wealth they take it and those who have it to be virtuous’) are
over. But because they don’t know what comes next, they are
frozen. What is unfortunate is how they are frozen. If they were
sitting like statues and waiting to see what happened then at
least no more damage would be done. Instead, they are like
guillotined heads - the mouths are clearly still moving but it
doesn’t make any sense.

Labour, meanwhile, is shedding supporters like leaves in
autumn. Brown is making a total mess of a situation which he
and Blair created and which was an incredible mess to begin
with. Labour will be out of power in London soon enough
and Scotland doesn’t understand yet. Having lost the power
base that was the Scottish Executive, then having lost its grip
on local government, soon Jim Murphy will be seeking work
with Israeli defence firms or the like and Scottish Labour in
the Scottish Parliament will be on its own. This is a massive,
massive opportunity. It’s just that they don’t have anyone
capable of grasping it. Gray is an overrated politician, but
only by the Labour establishment. No-one in the media, civic
Scotland, even in most of his party, believes he will ever be First
Minister. Right now he is there to toe the line with London and
he has functionaries to try and do it - for example, Andy Kerr is
trying to shore up PFI, Rhona Brankin appears to be working
on reversing the Labour opposition to top-up fees in Scotland

For two more years it’s about the Scottish Government (there
just is no-one in the Parlimanet who will hold them to account
from their left flank). Let’s hope the SNP realises that you just
can’t move left by steering right. The window of opportunity
for the SNP realising this is closing fast. Soon they will have
trapped themselves by their own actions. Surely they don’t want
to be the new Gordon Browns?
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progressives with a banker
blindspot
Isobel Lindsay suggests that the SNP in Government has faced mainly left but
with a right track

T

The rejection of PFI has been important not just because
of the cost but because it ends the transfer of significant
aspects of management to private companies. The absence of
borrowing powers has not made alternatives easy but during
this Parliament, Scotland should not be saddled with more
costly, rigid, privately-controlled management of core public
amenities.

om Nairn described nationalism as Janus-headed, looking
at the same time to the past and the future. It might be more
relevant now to apply the metaphor to the left/right spectrum.
Does the Scottish Government face both left and right? Halfway
through the Scottish Parliamentary term is a fair point at which
to assess what the SNP has achieved. As well as examining
what the evidence suggests about its ideological complexion,
there is also an important question about how effective it has
been in its administrative role. For any government, having its
heart in the right or wrong place is one important issue; the
other is whether it has the ability and nerve to turn values into
successful outcomes.

In health services, there has been a rejection of market
mechanisms and private outsourcing on the English model and a
commitment to welfare state principles as with the phasing-out
of prescription charges (following the Welsh example). In school
education there has been firm support for the comprehensive
principle and no flirtation with city academies and other optouts from the local authority. The abolition of the remaining
fee element for university students has been in the tradition
of the post-war settlement. On housing, there has been some
support for new council housing and more restrictions on the
sale of social housing. Justice policy has taken a much more
‘progressive’ agenda than the tabloid-driven approach of the
previous administration. Energy policy has been fairly green
although the same can’t be said of transport. The reduction in
attempts to micro-manage local authorities is rather closer to
practice in the rest of the world. On the reserved issues of defence
and foreign policy, they have firmly positioned themselves on
the left in relation to nuclear weapons and opposition to the Iraq
war (although ambivalent on Afghanistan).

One of the most important contributions that the SNP has
made to good governance in Scotland was simply to win. That
in itself has greatly improved Scottish politics. All governments
eventually get stale and arrogant as they come to take power
for granted and a third Labour/Lib Dem coalition would have
conveyed the message that things can’t be changed. To believe
that things can be changed was important for the parties and
important for the public. It was also important for all those
networks that relate to the public sector and had come to take
for granted Labour’s Scottish dominance with all the patronage
powers that went with it. More than a few people found that they
didn’t have any of the right names in their contact books.
A second achievement, unrelated to particular policy agendas,
was to show that minority government can work and is an option
for any future Parliament. This has opened up choices that were
envisioned by many of those involved in work on proposals for the
Parliament’s constitution in the 1990s but were viewed by most
commentators as not viable. Using administrative powers to the
full - as the Welsh Assembly has shown - gave considerable
scope for action without having to jump through the legislative
hurdle. Also opposition parties will struggle to unite on many
issues. While the SNP has had to select its programme with
a view to minimise the chances of defeat, it has been able to
promote its own agenda more effectively than had it gone into
coalition with the Liberal Democrats.

From a European perspective, the SNP Government would
be seen as mainstream social democratic across its areas of
responsibility. From a Westminster perspective, it would be
seen as far left.

The Right Track
Alongside this centre-left profile, there is another face. It is a
smaller face and is complicated by the fact that much of the
more right-wing positioning of the SNP relates to reserved
powers and there is no evidence of what it might have done
in practice. But we can look at policy positions and at some
choices made in Scotland.

These have been two important contributions to improving
Scottish politics before any assessment of policy content.

Support for very low corporate taxation and light touch finance
and business regulation has been part of SNP policy for over
a decade. Where there have been Holyrood powers, they have
been used to reduce business rates without any solid evidence of
the employment outcomes. The SNP Euro MPs did not support
implementing the 48 hour maximum working week in the UK.
Business pressure for the M74 extension and other transport
issues have had a positive response.

The Left Track
In comparison with what has been done by governments at
Westminster, the dominant ideological position has been
weighted to the left but there has been something of a dual
track. On most of the devolved powers there has been a fairly
clear social democratic, centre/left position. That was also
broadly true of the previous administrations but it has been
more consistent with the SNP.

6
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may work but confidence in the change has been seriously
undermined by bad administration. Her Department has also
been poor at manpower planning but instead of recognising that
there was a problem with unemployed, post-probation teachers,
the Education Secretary went into denial mode and accepted the
questionable figures given to her by her civil servants. Similarly
with class sizes and education cuts. The Department’s approach
to universities, one of Scotland’s success stories, has been one
of pacification without vision.

Whether the SNP leadership’s engagement with aspects of the
neo-liberal agenda arose from expediency or conviction is not
clear. There is (or was) an obvious expediency argument. A party
seeking radical change needs to cultivate allies and, equally
important, to try to neutralise powerful opponents by offering
them what they want to hear. The business ‘voice’ (not always
the same as actual business) was strongly against devolution
in both referendum campaigns. Any independence referendum
could expect the same opposition so one can see the attraction
in not frightening the boardrooms. But there is a distinction
between the business ‘politicians’ who make a lot of noise and
many serious business people who have experience in operating
in varying political environments..
Also there will always be the business
mavericks - Sir Hugh Fraser in the
1970s and Brian Souter today - who will
break with the consensus irrespective
of the CBI voice.
But expediency appears not to be the
only reason for cultivating the bankers
and promising a low post-independence
corporate tax regime. Some in the SNP
leadership were swept along with the
dominant economic ideology. They
became true believers, more attracted
to the Irish model despite the evidence
of its sharp increase in inequality and
an unsustainable property boom, rather
than the Finnish or Norwegian models.
They became much too close to the
Edinburgh bankers and avoided ever
criticising business. The Council of
Economic Advisers lacked any members
with a trade union background. In the
UK context this was, of course, in no
way unusual.

Have They Delivered?

Linda Fabiani had similar problems with the Arts portfolio.
Nothing wrong with the values she brought to the job but
ineffective at cutting through the bureaucracy. In contrast
Kenny McAskill at Justice has been
an admirable minister, bravely taking
on a difficult reforming agenda with
confidence and nerve. The contrast could
not be greater to the cynical, tabloiddriven previous Labour ministers and
their current spokesman. One hopes he
continues to get the support he deserves
from the rest of the Cabinet.

Some in the SNP
leadership were
swept along with
the dominant
economic ideology.
They became true
believers, more
attracted to the Irish
model despite the
evidence of its sharp
increase in inequality
and an unsustainable
property boom, rather
than the Finnish or
Norwegian models

Finance has been handled very
competently by John Swinney and, given
the minority status of the Government, it
is not entirely clear what budget choices
are the outcome of horse-trading and
what are the Government’s priorities.
From a left perspective, the freeze on
Council Tax is not a simple issue. Were
it a fair tax, this would be seen as a move
to the right but it is a seriously flawed
tax which is very low for the wealthy and
disproportionately high for many lowearners and retired. The SNP’s local
income tax proposal would have been a
much more progressive tax but Holyrood
does not have a sufficient range of powers
to implement it properly irrespective of
whether there was a majority for the legislation.

In government having the right aspirations is not enough.
Ministers need to be effective in fulfilling their aspirations.
Overall the SNP as an administration has been more impressive
than its predecessors but the picture is mixed. Nicola Sturgeon
has taken a complex brief at Health and handled it with great
competence and openness. She has entrenched core values
and addressed problems by openly admitting where there have
been failures. This is in contrast to Education where Fiona
Hyslop, despite being intelligent and articulate, has not been
an effective minister. It is an interesting comparison and it is
not about different ideological perspectives. Both are more left
than centre. A good minister needs to keep in touch with what is
happening on the ground and needs the edge to cut through the
defensive departmental cultures that pervade many areas of
government. In school education, we have had almost five years
of the Curriculum for Excellence. The aspirations have been
good but the implementation has been abysmal, caricaturised
by jargon-ridden generalisations that have cost substantial
amounts to produce and left most teachers struggling to
understand what it means in practice. This was inherited by the
present minister but she failed to get an early grip. Postponing
implementation and throwing more money at the problem

In neither Transport nor the Environment has there been an
effective programme but the lack of coherence is not primarily
about the ability of ministers but about the SNP’s lack of a
clear philosophical base on these issues. Ministers take issueby-issue decisions, some may be good some bad, but they do
not add up to an environmental vision. So we get some good
decisions on energy bolted onto a very traditional range of
policies on transport and development.
Going back to Janus, the god who can look in opposite directions
at the same time, does the evidence of the past two years
suggest that the SNP is looking both left and right? It would be
fair to say that rather than two equal heads, the gaze is mainly
to the left with the other head opening its eyes only from time
to time.

Isobel Lindsay was a former leading figure in the SNP
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six problems, no solutions
I

Bob Thomson explains why Labour is still losing

made a couple of visits recently which brought home the
problems for Scottish Labour. Last December I was in the
Palace of Westminster for first time in three years. It reminded
me exactly why I have stayed away and reinforced my intention
not to go back any time soon. Westminster is an unreal world
which is out of touch with reality (the expenses debacle shows
just how badly). It contrasts starkly with the accessibility of
Holyrood. In London, even soft left Scottish Labour MPs are
in complete denial over loss of power in Scotland and seem to
think the best solution is to be more vicious against the SNP
than they are against the Tories. Probably because they know
that in Scotland there is an alternative to voting Tory.
Then I was at the Scottish Labour Party Conference in Dundee in
March. There were few MPs (perhaps not so surprising) but there
were also few MSPs and indeed few ordinary party members
present. If it hadn’t been for trade union delegates the conference
could have been held in a side hall. In debate after debate I was
struck by the hypocrisy of front bench speakers attacking the
SNP for not implementing policies Labour failed to implement
over eight years in power such as teacher and police numbers
and student debt. And since the party isn’t exactly bursting with
front-bench talent they don’t even do it well. There was no serious
analysis of why Labour lost the Scottish Parliament election and
why we were failing to make an impact in opposition. Most trade
unions act and think as Labour loyalists when in fact they were
being New Labour apologists. On PFI/PPP the platform, except
the trade unionist Chairman, continued to support this disastrous
policy while rubbishing the SNP’s only slightly better Scottish
Futures Trust alternative. The three UK Cabinet Ministers who
spoke did not address the Scottish dimension or provide any
Scottish solutions.
We lost because of the neo liberal economic and war policies of
UK Labour government. Scottish Labour failed - unlike the Welsh
Labour Party - to put ‘clear red water’ between them and New
Labour. The people who inhabit the Labour Party bureaucracy
either don’t know about devolution or more probably arrogantly
ignore it. I am constantly getting emails about policy initiatives
which only apply in England but fail to say this. When I point this
out, I receive no reply.So much has been said and written on this
subject that it is not worth running over it all in depth. So let me
simply give you what I see as the six big problems Labour faces
in Scotland if it is going to do anything to make the country fairer
and more left-wing:
•

•

•

There is no independence. In my view Labour has actually
been saved in Scotland by being forced to go into coalition
with the Lib Dems. In my view, if they had been able to, they
would have been even more cautious and New Labour. If
you look at how Labour in Scotland talks about things it
mainly seems to be about how little they could get away with
doing before anyone would start to complain. And while I
was no fan of Wendy Alexander, at least her high opinion of
herself made her more likely to do something different and
independent. Iain Gray has lived off Westminster patronage
since he lost his seat in 2003 and the signs are he is paying
it back with New Labour nonentities like Rhona Brankin
and Richard Baker trotting out a London-friendly line
wherever they go.

•

It has no friends. The unions ought to have been helping
Labour to realise its situation and find a way out of the hole.
They haven’t. In fact, the main thing the unions have done is
to cover the party’s backs while it just kept on digging. And
in ten years Labour has had almost nothing to do with all the
other political movements in Scotland (such as the anti-war
movement) and so have just been written off by most. The
Party has no friends to have a quiet word in its ear.

•

There are no big ideas. All Labour in Scotland talks about is
the same set of non-policies that get trotted out in London.
There is nothing new or different about what they are saying.
You can probably guess a Scottish Labour speech before you
hear it - for any half-good idea there will be five times as
much effort spent attacking other people’s ideas. Labour
needs to have some kind of purpose if it wants to achieve
anything. Getting power back is not itself a purpose.

•

It doesn’t know how bad things are. Perhaps the biggest
problem the party has is that it doesn’t even seem to
realise how bad things have got. Scottish Labour MPs
seem almost to be in an alternative universe in which they
didn’t lose in 2007. Glenrothes sorted that out so now its
back to getting MSPs to do what London tells them and
things will be fine. But they won’t. MSPs, meanwhile, are
only a bit better. They think they are working as an effective
opposition and, in any case, surely everyone hates Salmond
so just keeping up the attacks will do the trick. They keep
believing they can win by throwing mud at others, but they
don’t know it isn’t working and they won’t admit they are a
poor opposition for it.

Scottish Labour’s structure and bureaucracy requires real
devolution from London. It is ridiculous that Ian Gray is Leader
of Labour MSPs not Leader of the Scottish Labour Party. And at
least I got a vote in his leadership election which I didn’t get for
Gordon Brown; indeed we have not had a say in our UK Leader
since 1994. More importantly Scottish Labour must fairly quickly
devise a new, radical policy agenda. Real powers for the Scottish
Parliament such as tax raising and borrowing, re-nationalising
Scotrail, encourage co-operatives and community enterprises,
more social housing, regenerate rural areas, act against
poverty, promote income fairness and last but not least oppose
Trident renewal. Only then will Scottish Labour revitalise/regain
members and reconnect with Scottish voters.

There are no leaders. Scottish Labour in Parliament is filled
with competent people and padded out with some incompetent
people. But any really good people have either been forced out
(by Rosemary McKenna’s hit squad before the 1999 election)
or have just walked away. Realistically, there isn’t a single
serious leadership candidate from either the left, centre or
right of the party who it is possible to imagine actually making
an impact on Scotland. Only followers are left.
There is no party. The membership has at least halved in
recent years. Labour used to be a grassroots organisation
but now party meetings - on the occasions where they are
quorate - are filled with only those who have party jobs and
those who want party jobs. There are no activists and there
are almost no enthusiasts. It is an organisation without a
party and nothing good can come from that.

A party member for 45 years Bob Thomson is a former chairman
and treasurer of the Scottish Labour Party
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Join the UNISON campaign!
for an economic strategy led by the public sector to:

� Build for the future
� Deliver high quality services
� Provide well paid secure jobs
UNISON is the voice of people who deliver Scotland’s public services - and stands up for those who depend on them.
To beat the recession we need quality, accountable public services delivered by well-trained, properly resourced workers.

UNISON - all together a better union
For more information on the campaign, contact our Policy and Information Team at UNISON, 14 West Campbell Street, Glasgow G2
6RX. Tel 0141 342 2834. e-mail d.watson@unison.co.uk. Join us on the web (below) or at 0845 355 0845

Check out our website for the latest updates. www.unison-scotland.org.uk/revitalise
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new space for socialism?
John McAllion considers whether the Left can put together a significant
challenge in time for the 2011 Scottish elections

S

political programme with a broad appeal to workers. He might
even have been expected to know that Tommy Sheridan was not
the Solidarity candidate in Glenrothes and couldnít get that right
either.

ix months ago, Tony Benn opened the Labour Representation
Committeeís National Conference and AGM in London. The
theme of his address to this gathering of Labour Party socialists
committed to strengthening the link between their party and the
trade unions, was ìThe Future of the Leftî.

Yet socialists in Scotland cannot afford to ignore or to dismiss
Tony Bennís criticisms. Sometimes it is good to see ourselves
as others see us. Even if those others, like the characters in
the movie Groundhog Day, are condemned to repeat their own
British parliamentary failures over and over again. Nor, from
a purely electoral perspective, are their criticisms without
substance.

As ever with the veteran left-winger, he looked back over
a lifetime of political struggles to illuminate and to set in a
historical perspective the struggles facing todayís generation of
socialists. The main thrust of his argument was how, in these
times of great economic crisis, it was necessary to give working
people confidence and hope that socialism did have answers to
the many problems besetting them on all sides.

They are correct to point out that the socialist vote in Scotland
has suffered a sharp decline. In 2003 a united Scottish Socialist
Party polled nearly 119,000 constituency votes and more than
128,000 list votes - almost a quarter of a million votes cast for
candidates standing on an explicitly socialist platform. After the
split, the SSP and Solidarity polled less than 45,000 list votes
between them in 2007. In the two UK parliamentary by-elections
held since then, the SSP picked up 2.1 per cent of the vote in
Glasgow East and 0.6 per cent in Glenrothes. The equivalent
percentages for Solidarity were 2 per cent and 0.2 per cent.

It was vintage Tony Benn except for one passage where he
suddenly turned to denounce what he termed as ìsectarian
socialismî. It was here that he lost his usual clarity and objectivity.
He singled out the then recent result of the Glenrothes byelection, claiming that Tommy Sheridan had polled just 87
votes and the SSP 212 votes. Here, he argued, was conclusive
evidence that there was absolutely no future in trying to produce
a ìpure socialist partyî, no future in trying to challenge Labour
from the left.

We should not be surprised therefore if our opponents in the
mainstream parties characterise this declining vote as an
electoral wipe-out for Scotlandís socialist parties. We should
not be surprised that they are hugely heartened by the ongoing
split in socialist ranks. We should not be surprised that they take
great heart from our continuing failure to mount any immediate
electoral challenge to their dominance of Scottish politics.
Neither should we be surprised that they mentally lump us with
the loony left and place us on the political fringe, out of range of
any effective intervention in Scottish politics.

He ended with a joke about his favourite left sectarian newspaper,
the Workersí Weekly. On page one it called for socialist unity,
while on the following five pages it denounced every other
socialist and left-wing group that dared to disagree with it. His
Labour Party audience erupted in laughter at his caricature of
the loony left lost in its own political extremism and irrelevant to
the struggles of workers in the real world.
When I came across his speech on the internet, I was initially
angry and upset. While still in the Labour Party, I had backed
Tony Benn in all his campaigns against the Old Labour right and
the New Labour neo-liberals. I had fought for many years beside
him in the Campaign Group of socialist Labour MPs. Now, here
he was heaping ridicule on me and the tens of thousands of
other socialists who had taken their fight for socialism outside
of the narrow limits of New Labour and the British Road to
Socialism.

However, that does not mean that we should mistake their
attacks for reality. By-elections are not a true guide to how
people will vote in a national election ñ especially Westminster
by-elections. The results of the 3 national elections for the
Scottish Parliament held to date have usually confounded the
predictions of many commentators. The Scottish election of 2011
will be fought in political and economic circumstances radically
different from those that prevailed in 2007and, consequently,
are more rather than less likely to confound the predictions of
mainstream political punditry.

Tonyís outburst seemed to me to have been wrong in so many
different ways. He knew that neither the SSP nor Solidarity
had anything to do with the Workersí Weekly. Yet he seemed
happy to label both Scottish parties as sectarian for the sake
of a cheap laugh from his Labour audience. Labour history
should have taught him that by-election results are no basis on
which to judge the standing or the potential of smaller socialist
parties. In the Mid Lanark by-election of 1888, Keir Hardie had
come in bottom of the poll and miles behind his Liberal and
Tory opponents, only to be successfully elected to Parliament
four years later.

UK unemployment is now predicted to rise to 3.5 million by the
spring of next year. This means that both the UK and the Scottish
general elections will be fought against a background of mass
unemployment not seen on this island since the darkest days
of the Thatcher era. Back in the 1980ís Labour politicians were
able to ride a wave of working class anger and direct it against
a heartless Tory government. In 2010 and 2011 New Labour will
be the target of that same anger.

He should have also known that the SSP is a conscious and
deliberate attempt to break with socialismís sectarian past and
to unite socialists, who might not agree about everything but who
could agree about enough to put forward a coherent socialist

Scottish politics will also be dominated in 2010 and 2011 by
massive public spending cuts imposed from Westminster by a
New Labour Government this side of the general election and
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the right are just as likely to prosper in hard economic times.
But political space is opening up and some new or renewed
political force will occupy it. If the non- Labour socialist Left are
to squeeze into even part of that political space, then we too will
have to up our game. We too will have to convince many more
workers than we have so far that we have radical, relevant,
credible and socialist answers to the challenges of a new age of
capitalist austerity.

probably, on the other side, by a Tory government blaming its
New Labour predecessor. Tens of thousands of unemployed
Scots will be subjected to New Labour welfare reforms that
will privatise swathes of the employment service while forcing
the unemployed to either accept low-paid, low skilled, nonunionised, dead-end jobs or be forced to work in the same jobs
for their benefit.
Meanwhile a looming pension crisis will begin to bite as marketbased private pensions fail to deliver the dream retirement
promised to workers while markets boomed and property
prices soared. The average workerís private pension pot in this
country is now worth £25,500 equivalent to an annual pension of
£1,800. As Fred the Shred Goodwin strolls away from the ruins
of RBS with a pension pot of £8.5 million and an annual pension
of £750,000, retiring workers will look at their pathetic return
of less than £40 a week and remember that it was New Labour
who told them that they were lucky to live in a golden age of
capitalism where boom and bust had been abolished and where
there were only winners and no losers.

Thankfully, there are positive signs of new thinking across the
Left. The Labour Representation Committee now recognises its
need for socialist allies beyond the Party. The No2Europe Yes
to Democracy platform is a sign that more unions are finally
breaking the electoral fetters that bound them to New Labour.
The Convention of the Left is beginning to break down sectarian
barriers. The Peoplesí Charter is opening up socialist, crossparty campaigning opportunities.
All of these stirrings are in their infancy and as yet incoherent
and sometimes contradictory. Nevertheless, Scottish socialists
must engage with them and try to shape them in a socialist
direction. Together we have to begin to forge a new socialist
common sense that can unite our own warring factions and
begin to be heard and understood by a Scottish working class
that is under the most sustained and vicious attack in living
memory.

Public sector pensions will also come under renewed attack
from whichever of the two big parties is still in power. With the
next UK government facing the biggest ever peace-time public
sector deficit (estimated to cost £90 billion in each year of the
next decade), the promise to restore the state pension link with
earnings is likely to be dumped. A £34 billion black hole in the
funding for public sector pension schemes already means that
£1 in every £5 of council tax paid goes to fund the pensions of
ex-council workers. The money is simply not in these schemes
to meet the expectations of retiring public sector workers now
approaching retirement and facing a dramatic cut in their
expected standard of living.

The stakes are high. Taking the electoral fight to the mainstream
parties will not guarantee us electoral success. Not taking that
fight to them will guarantee defeat. It really is now up to us.

John McAllion is a member of the Scottish Socialist Party

While workers across the private and public sectors face a
future of redundancies,
shutdowns, wage cuts,
wage freezes, cuts in
their hours and holiday entitlements, while the sick and the poor
are threatened with benefit cuts and bullied into inappropriate
and badly paid jobs, the House of Commons gravy train
continues to career out of control with already well-paid MPs
lining their pockets with expense claims that fund everything
from second homes to bath plugs and porn movies. No matter
how the system is reformed, it is the ëme-firstí greed of big
party politicians that will linger in the public memory.
In short, the majority of workers are now set to experience a
system-wide breakdown of the neo-liberalism sold to them by
all of the mainstream parties as the only economic and political
game in town. Workers across Scotland and the UK now find
themselves facing a swarm of economic and social problems
for which the big parties have no credible answers. We are
entering uncharted political waters where the old certainties
no longer apply. The 2011 election will be the least predictable
Scottish election yet.
Of course, there is no
guarantee that
workers
will
look to the left
for answers.
H i s t o r y
suggests that
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the bridesmaids?
Michael Keating explores the variety of coalition options that could emerge in the
Scottish Parliament and looks at some European examples

I

leadership was able to reach a tactical alliance with the Liberal
Democrats, given the urgency of ending the long Conservative
hegemony. In the late 1990s, New Labour seems to have seen
the Liberal Democrats as partners in a realignment of the
centre-left and, probably, as a way of weakening the old left and
what its leaders liked to refer to generally as Old Labour. The
fear of having to compromise with forces to their right and the
uneasy knowledge that they have never commanded a popular
majority in Britain or in Scotland was certainly one element in
the hostility of the Labour left to PR. In fact, when forced into
coalition in the Scottish Parliament, Labour found the Lib Dems
pulling them mildly to the left and towards the libertarian pole.
As a result we got free personal care for the elderly, a slightly
better Freedom of Information Act, no requirement of ID cards
for public services and, until Labour took back the portfolio in
2003, a slightly less reactionary line on law and order than that
prevailing south of the border. Labour, however, never got used
to coalition government and the key demand of the Lib Dems
in the second session, PR for local government, seems to have
scarred the psyche of the municipal activists.

n the run-up to devolution in the 1990s, a great deal was
talked about a ënew politicsí in Scotland. It was never entirely
clear just what this meant but it spoke to a frustration with
the practices of the old cartel of political parties that had
locked up politics for most of the twentieth century, a need
for opening up the political process and a desire for more
participation. The more idealistic visions may have suffered a
shock in encountering politics as normal but one achievement
that will last is proportional representation, now entrenched in
three of the four levels of elections we have in Scotland. This
more or less ensures that no party will win a majority in the
Scottish Parliament so that all governments will be coalitions
or minorities. Should Labour and Conservative decide once
again to converge, as they have done at various times in their
history, the electors will still have somewhere else to go and
the experience, in Scotland, Wales, London and the European
elections is that, given the choice, they are very happy to buck
the old party cartel.
This goes against some deeply-ingrained traditions of British
parties of both right and left. Labour is instinctively hostile
to sharing power or the kind of political bargaining that is
normal in most European countries, although in the 1990s its

Coalition government does, however, have its drawbacks. One
was that at the beginning of each term the two parties would

Fighting for trade-union freedom

Justice for temporary and
agency workers

Union rights are human rights
John Leach, President

Bob Crow, General Secretary

Phil McGarry, Ian Macintyre Scottish Organisers
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second and Conservatives third (it is not a full coalition but a
pact in which a minority Socialist Government in supported in
votes by the Conservatives). Another possibility is the renewal
of the Labour-Liberal Democrat formula. Other formations
would almost inevitably have to include the SNP, who have been
ostracised by the unionist parties because of their insistence on
an independence referendum. After the next election, however,
this might not be an obstacle, either because a referendum has
been held and lost or because the Parliament has rejected it
and the SNP has accepted that it cannot proceed, or because
the other parties have accepted a
ëtwo-questioní ballot and agreed
to the referendum on those terms.
A ësocial democraticí Labour-SNP
coalition on Welsh lines is unlikely,
since both parties have majoritarian
ambitions, although in Catalonia
the Socialists have formed a
coalition with a left-wing nationalist
party against the mainstream
conservative nationalists (even
though the latter are more moderate on the national question).
An SNP-Liberal Democrat coalition has long been seen as the
most likely alternative to the Labour-Liberal Democrat formula,
since there are few deep differences on social and economic
issues. Last time, it foundered on Lib Dem dithering and the
question of an independence referendum but next time it might
be different. Such a coalition might be boosted by participation
from the Greens, depending on their presence in the Parliament
and by any left party representatives elected. Finally, there
could be a ërainbow coalitioní of everybody except Labour and
the SNP. Such a government, spanning Conservatives, Liberal
Democrats, Greens, the odd independent and even leftists, may
seem unlikely but could provide some spoils for all.

agree on a programme of government and legislation, which
was then pursued systematically without regard for changing
circumstances or the need for learning and innovation. Another
was that, knowing that they had a majority, the coalition were
less obliged to build support in civil society than the advocates of
new politics had hoped. A third was the descent into pork barrel
politics, in which a Borders railway could be traded against a
Glasgow motorway extension; tolls have now been removed on
all the major bridges less as a matter of progressive policy than
because each seems to be owned by a political party.
Coalition politics also meant that the
opposition parties were out of the political
game, even when the old electoral discipline
broke down and a flurry of minor parties and
independents came in at the elections of
2003.

Labour is instinctively
hostile to sharing
power or the kind of
political bargaining
that is normal in most
European countries

Minority government, as pursued since 2007,
provides yet another political game. It is not
particularly difficult as long as government
does not have too ambitious a legislative agenda. The main
need is to get the budget through and, unless they really
want to bring down the government, the other parties will let
this happen, albeit after a display of brinkmanship. Strangely
enough, it is the Conservatives who have adapted best to this
type of politics. Eschewing any ambition for government, even
in coalition, they positioned themselves at the last election as a
brokerage party, prepared to do deals with whoever came out
ahead. They state their aims in advance and have tended to get
what they asked for. Labour have played the oppositional role
as though they were at Westminster, where the opposition can
safely vote no to everything, and have been outmanoeuvred. The
Liberal Democrats since the last election seem to be facing
every direction at once, and the Greens seriously overplayed
their hand this last time around.

There is also the attitude of the UK parties to take into account.
It is clear that London Labour smiled upon the Labour-Liberal
Democrat coalition in Scotland in 1999 as a precursor to a future
arrangement at Westminster, although this did not come about.
A Labour Party that had lost power at the centre might seek
to come back in Scotland and Wales in alliance with any antiConservative forces available. London could even lose control
and an autonomous Scottish party emerge. The Conservatives,
for their part, could concede that they have lost the game and
encourage their Scottish supporters to make their own way,
including choosing their allies and their tactics. It is also likely
that, as in Germany, the state-wide parties will seek to balance
their options and alliances, seeking to avoid being identified
with only one partner and losing their distinctive identity. This is
already happening in Scottish local government.

Minority government and the fact that the SNP do not have the
networks that the Labour Party has built up over decades, also
means that the Scottish Government now has to reach out more
into society. Who knows how long this will last but the collapse
of the banks means that they will need more friends than ever if
they are to succeed in making and delivering on policy.
Having broken with the old two-party mode, it is unlikely that
Scottish electors will go back to their old ways. The SNP, even
if it secures a second term, will tire eventually and lose, but this
does not mean a return to Labour hegemony but more likely a
revival of smaller parties, including leftist, green, localist and
single-issue candidatures. Almost uniquely in Europe, Scotland
is blessed by the absence of a serious extreme-right or populistxenophobic party, so the prospect of further party fragmentation
is not a cause for alarm. The old ideological barriers have come
down and all manner of alliances are possible. The experience
of Wales shows that coalitions unthinkable a few years ago can
be contemplated with equanimity. A grand coalition of Plaid
Cymru, Conservatives and Liberal Democrats almost came into
being and, when it failed, was succeeded by an equally unlikely
Labour-Plaid Cymru alliance.

The other possibility is a continuation of minority government,
now that the SNP has shown that it can be done, unlike at
Westminster. This is the Spanish way, where governments both
at the central and the devolved level have frequently lacked a
majority but have learned to negotiate pacts with other parties,
usually falling short of a full coalition but ensuring a degree of
stability in return for policy concessions. What is not going to
happen is a return to the old ways of Westminster.

Various coalition formulas are also possible for Scotland. One
is a unionist coalition of Labour and Conservative against
the nationalists and advanced home rulers. Such an alliance
has just been formed in the Basque Country, even although
the nationalists came first in the elections with the Socialists

Michael Keating is Professor of Regional Studies at the
European University Institute in Florence, Italy, on secondment
from the University of Aberdeen and has published extensively
on regionalist and nationalist legislatures
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diary of a duff bill
John Mason MP describes his experience of the seriously flawed Westminster
legislative process as the Welfare Reform Bill is passed

T

Monday 13 October

he Welfare Reform Bill has been a real challenge! As a new
MP it is the first time I have followed a piece of legislation
through the House of Commons. Even understanding how the
Westminster process works has been a steep learning curve. On
top of that, the actual content of the Bill has been a challenge...
a challenge to anyone who is vulnerable and is likely to lose out
through its provisions.

I make my maiden speech in a debate on Democracy & Human
Rights.

Wednesday 14 January 2008
The Welfare Reform Bill is presented.

In summary it seeks to increase the pressure on those not in
work to get a job. On the surface that might seem good. And I
am happy to accept that there are some individuals who could
work, for whom a suitable job is available, but who choose not
to work. However, I am convinced many who are not currently
working are either not able to, there is no suitable job available,
or they have caring and other responsibilities which benefit
society as a whole.

Tuesday 27 January 2009
The Bill comes to the House of Commons. First time I have led
for the SNP on a Bill and Iím having to learn fast. I get to make
several interventions on other speakers and then I get to speak
myself. Not surprisingly other MPs intervene on me.

Tuesday 10 February
The Public Bill Committee for the Welfare Reform Bill meets
twice to take evidence. There are 16 MPs on the committee:
9 Labour, 5 Tory, 1 LibDem, and myself. I have no idea what
happens at these committees but the first few meetings
are OK - taking evidence from witnesses. I get to ask my fair
shareÖ I like asking questions! (Glasgow City Council is good
preparation for being an MP.) It becomes clear early on that the
Tories and Labour are hostile to the voluntary sector witnesses;
the witnesses in turn are generally united in being critical of
much of the Bill. The nine Labour members seem to be towing
the Government line although we know there is opposition from
some Labour back-benchers (they seem to have been excluded
from the committee). One witness from DrugScope is laughed
at by Labour MPs when he suggests that drug addicts deserve
benefits. Another witness from Child Poverty Action Group is
subjected to a personal attack. It is amazingly unprofessional.
The Barnadoís representative supports conditionality for
benefits. When I ask him how the children are to eat if the
parentsí benefits are cut, he is unable to answer. It seems to
me there are not going to be many options: either the extended
family has to find the food, the parents resort to crime, or the
children simply do not eat.

Some of the content headings in the Bill give a flavour of it:
ëWork for Your Benefit schemesí, ëAbolition of Income Supportí,
ëClaimants dependent on drugsí, ëExternal provider social
loansí, ëBenefit sanctions for offendersí, ëDisqualification for
holding etc driving licence or travel authorisationí. These are
the actual wordings from the Bill and give an indication of its
general direction; not a direction the SNP, LibDems, or leftwing Labour MPs were comfortable with. Having said that, I do
accept there were some more positive provisions in the Bill, e.g.
ëDisabled people: Right to control provision of servicesí.
Perhaps by summarising my diary for the last 10 months, I can
describe how the Welfare Reform Bill and I came together!

Friday 27 June 2008
Itís great to be on holiday from Glasgow City Council for 6
weeks. The last year has been hectic leading the Group of 22
SNP councillors (what a varied group - left, right, everything!).
Midnight: I get a text telling me of the Glasgow East by-election.
Ugh! My holiday ruined.

Monday 21 July
Only 3 days to go until the by-election. Labour have been
helping us all the way. The latest is an announcement to tighten
up on benefits. Seems strange timing just before the election.
It confirms what we have been saying that Gordon Brown is
following on where Margaret Thatcher left off.

Thursday 12 February
The lead minister, Tony McNulty, and his colleagues are todayís
witness in front of the committee. He again resorts to personal
attacks, e.g. DrugScope are ìdisingenuous and churlishî, rather
than dealing with the real issues.

Friday 25 July

Tuesday 24 February

After a recount I am the new MP for Glasgow East. Amazing!
Resigned as councillor same day. At least there are two months
to get an office set up, staff recruited, and find a flat in London.

The Committee resumes after the recess. Now it is into the
serious business of discussing amendments. Again I am in
new territory. Most of the Tory amendments are very minor
technical details. The only real opposition to the thrust of the
Bill is coming from Paul Rowen (LibDem, Rochdale). We have a
few votes on amendments most of which are lost 9 (Labour) to 2
(LibDem/SNP). The Tories donít seem to like voting!

Monday 6 October
Westminster resumes after the recess and I am sworn in as an
MP.
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McNulty talks about people ìwallowing in unemployment.î All
of this takes till 7pm when we vote on a new clause making the
Bill less harsh on claimants. It is defeated by 408 (all Tories
and most Labour) to 85 (Labour left wing, LibDem, SNP, Plaid
Cymru).

When we debate Clause 9 ìClaimants dependent on drugs,
etc.î Under-Secretary of State for Scotland, Anne McKechin,
is brought out to lead an attack on the Scottish Government.
Throughout the progress of the Bill every opportunity is taken by
Government ministers to ridicule any possible different approach
in Scotland. So much for devolution and mutual respect then. In
particular this clause shows the different approaches north and
south of the border. Are we primarily to help and support drug
addicts to get off drugs or are we to force them into treatment
with the threat of reduced benefits? MPs also question whether
the Governmentís approach would go against the NHS ethos of
all treatment being undertaken by the patient voluntarily.

Then the second bundle of amendments starts at 7.15 and goes
on to nearly 9 (the deadline for amendments to be discussed). It
quickly becomes apparent that the Government is going to agree
to the higher rate of DLA for blind folk. Good news and well done
to John Robertson (Glasgow NW) for his persistence. But do we
really need a further 10 MPs standing up and congratulating
him, the Government, themselves, and everyone else for nearly
2 hours? This effectively kills all further debate on amendments
concerning claimants on drugs, social loans, disabled peopleís
right to control services, and child maintenance. What kind of
crazy parliament is this that cannot find time to debate these
massive issues?!

Tuesday 3 March
The final committee day for the Bill. I speak to my new clauses
which would seek to ensure a minimum income for families.
For example, New Clause 6 would add, ìRegulations made
by the Secretary of State shall set
minimum income figures per week
which no individual or family in receipt
of benefits, and subject to any sanction
under this Act, is permitted to fall
below following the imposition of any
sanctions.î However, as with every other
amendment the government ministers
reject them.

Such an amendment
better fits with
my understanding
of the real world
where many are
desperately seeking
work rather than the
Governmentís view
that most are workshy.

At least we have got through all the
amendments and new clauses. I gather
that for some Bills the committee runs
out of time before all the amendments
are discussed. Everyone thanks everyone
else for being there (I thought that was
what we were paid for!). Tony McNulty,
the minister, thanks the Tories (no surprise there then),
the LibDem, the chairs, the police, the staff, and then says
everything I have said has been ìfatuous and vacuousî. At least
Iíve been noticed! I later learn that these are two of his favourite
words and he dishes them out to lots of his opponents. I speak
briefly at a PCS meeting to oppose the Bill.

We vote on a Tory amendment to
increase the age of children above
which parents are required to prepare
for work. Bizarrely, the Government is
pushing for age 3 while the Tories are
more ìgentleî at age 5. The left withdraws
its amendment for age 7 in the hope
the Tory one might win. Itís closer but
still defeated by 260 votes to 217. This
is the only time at committee or in the
full house that the Tories vote against
the Government. The enthusiasm of the
Tories for the Bill sends out a worrying
signal.

After 9pm we start the Third Reading.
The Secretary of State, James Purnell,
takes an aggressive line towards the Tories (trying to distance
himself from them?). He accuses them of not supporting
the Bill whereas they only proposed one tiny amendment!
Not surprisingly, the Tories are incensed. I get to speak and
say I think this is a very strange time to be introducing such
legislation. If the government is trying to push people towards
work while the real world is pushing people out of work, surely
vulnerable people are going to be crushed in the middle. It is
very easy for MPs on good salaries and with umpteen eating
places to become detached from reality. Yet just a few days
earlier I spoke to a constituent who had not eaten for three
days the previous week; that should not be happening in 2009.
Because of the Governmentís backing down and agreeing to the
higher rate of DLA for blind folk, left wingers, LibDems, SNP,
and Plaid do not vote against the Bill. There is no vote, despite
this being a deeply flawed piece of legislation.

Tuesday 17 March
The Bill returns to the Commons for the Report Stage and Third
Reading. We start at 3.50pm and there are seven ìbundlesî of
amendments. We are unlikely to get through them all. The first
bundle has 2 new clauses and 41 amendments, mainly from
left-wing Labour back-benchers with some from the LibDems.
Typical of these is Amendment 11 which would change the Billís
wording of ìimposing on claimantsî to ìoffering to claimantsî
ìa requirement to participate in schemesÖ to assist them to
obtain employmentî. Such an amendment better fits with my
understanding of the real world where many are desperately
seeking work rather than the Governmentís view that most are
work-shy.

I go home. Much as I detest the House of Lords, it is now up to
them to try and make the Welfare Reform Bill more human.

John McDonnell (Labour, Hayes & Harlington) speaks well
in criticism of the direction of the Bill. In summing up Tony

John Mason won the Glasgow East by-election for the SNP in
2008
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unite and divide
Vince Mills looks at the reasons behind the STUC’s decision to reject the Scottish
People’s Charter and argues that this attitude damages not just Labour but all of
the left

T

And the reason for this opposition? Those who opposed the
Charter had two key arguments. Firstly that it was already
STUC policy. Nobody had ever argued that the Charter was
anything but bread and butter trade unionism; the novel idea
was that it distilled this so that it could be presented it in an
easily accessible format to the many thousands of trade union
members and more to point the many thousands more who are
not trade unionists, and let then sign up for it. It is a politicising
tool.

he launch of the Scottish LRC in late February was by
the standard of Left events in Scotland, nowadays, a big
success.
All of the main political players were there - the Scottish Labour
Party Campaign for Socialism but also the SSP, SWP, CPB and
some of the groups within other groups like the Alliance for
Workers Liberty. Perhaps more importantly, so were a number
of individuals or loosely organised groups like the Socialist
Forum from Lanarkshire which is made up of lefts from every
background and a number of Trade Union activists from ASLEF
the RMT, Unite and Unison. There were even two Labour MSPs
in the audience Bill Butler and Elaine Smith (‘of course’ you are
saying but actually Elaine has been ill so it was good to see her).
I apologise for any unions or groups that I missed but I think this
gives a flavour of the event: it was a big tent.

More surprising was the second argument mounted by the
Charters’ opponents; that the Charter had been devised as
a device to build support for an electoral alternative to the
Labour Party. A few weeks previously I had sat on a platform in
Glasgow entirely made up of Labour Party members launching
the Scottish version of the Peoples Charter, hotly denying the
allegation that the Labour left was trying to hijack the Charter
to recruit to the Labour Party!

The platform did not particularly politically represent the
meeting. The Chair Kevin Lindsay, is the Scottish Organiser of
ASLEF, and he along with John McDonnell MP, Rozanne Foyer
of Unite and myself are all closely associated with the Labour
Party. Nevertheless the presence of so many on the left was
interesting and can I think be put
down to two things: the first is that
we launched the Peoples Charter,
suitably tartan-clad, as The Scottish
Peoples Charter and secondly
because there appeared to be a real
desire for Left unity as there had
been at the Convention of the Left the
previous September, even though as
one SSP wag put it, there is nothing
divides the Left so effectively as a call
for unity. But the feeling seemed real
enough. What’s more it seemed to be
more than desire. The leadership of
Unite amongst others had declared
support for the Peoples Charter.
It is strange therefore that only a
month or so later that unity is under
serious attack and the Peoples
Charter with it.

Of course the paucity of argument that could be brought against
it merely underlines the Charter’s strength as a vehicle for
challenging the current attempt by the Britain’s ruling class
to solve their economic crisis on
our backs, with I am sorry to say,
the connivance of the leadership
of the Labour Party. And that is the
real reason why the charter was
attacked; it was an attempt to blunt
the inevitable criticism of the New
Labour Project. Nor is it difficult to
spot the routes taken. Leonard Cohen
is only too right when he says that
the rich have got their channels in
the bedrooms of the poor. They have
also got them in our unions and our
parties.

Of course the paucity
of argument that could
be brought against it
merely underlines the
Charter’s strength as a
vehicle for challenging
the current attempt by
the Britain’s ruling class
to solve their economic
crisis on our backs,
with I am sorry to say,
the connivance of the
leadership of the Labour
Party

Charlie Whelan one time spin-doctor
for Gordon Brown, now works for
Unite as political director. He is,
according to the Times, part of a
strategy group set up by Ed Balls
which had among its number the now
disgraced Damian McBride. I wonder
what kind of conversations they had
about the charter and what ‘line’ you might spin to split support
for it? And I wonder in whose ear they whispered to make sure
that story was promoted.

At the STUC last month, there was
a concerted and ultimately successful attempt by some union
leaders, most notably Unite, to ensure that the STUC congress
did not support the Peoples Charter. I am not picking on Unite
- its kind of hard to pick on the country’s biggest union anyway but the leadership of Unite was initially supportive of the Charter,
as you would expect them to be given its largely uncontentious
content; well uncontentious for most trade unionists at any
rate.

With four elections facing them in Scotland it is only too easy
to see how electoral concerns have infected sections of the
movement. And the fear of a return of the Tories is certainly
a legitimate one. However, we are likely to hasten that victory
if the New Labour leadership is not challenged. If trade union
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Hence the reason why the Scottish Left must give undiluted
support for the People’s charter. Fifty years ago the chaotic
landing of 82 men on an obscure Cuban beach led to a change,
the effects of which may yet mean that a whole continent can
be won to Socialism. The one thing we must not do is to stop
fighting.

leaders fail to defend their members’ interests they will further
undermine support, not just for Labour, but for left policies in
general. We must remember that shifts in the voting behaviour
of trade unionists, who believed that Labour was no longer acting
in their interests, were key to Thatcher’s electoral success.
The argument is over how we make that challenge to New Labour.
For us on the Left there is no evidence that quiet diplomacy
within the New Labour tent has led to lessening in intensity in
the government’s love affair with markets and finance capital.
Quite the reverse; Brown’s strategy for emerging from the
current crisis has been to save the banking system toxic assets
and all and cut public spending.

Vince Mills is a leading member of the Scottish Labour Party
Campaign for Socialism

Scottish Peoples Charter
We need Change. We need Hope.
We need a fair Scotland and a fair Britain
A fair economy for a fairer society
Progressive taxes without loopholes or tax havens. We must own and control the main banks. Guarantee all pensions,
mortgages and savings. Tie pensions and benefits to wages. Give pensioners free transport and heating. Increase the
minimum wage.

More and better jobs:
Defend and improve employment. Make a massive investment in new jobs particularly in green technology for our childrens'
sake.

Decent homes for all:
Create 250,000 new publicly owned homes in Scotland over the next five years. Stop the repossessions. Control rents.

Save and improve our services:
Energy, Telecommunications, Water and Transport to be owned by all of us. Remove profit making from the NHS. Support
our public service staff.

For fairness and justice:
Equality for all. Together against all racism and discrimination. Equal pay for women. End child poverty. Give young people
a future. Free child and youth facilities, education and training for all. Repeal the anti-trade union laws to fight poverty and
inequality.

A better future starts now:
No more blood and money for war. Bring the troops home. No more £billions for nuclear weapons. No replacement for
Trident. We want massive investment for a greener, safer world. Get rid of the debt economy in Britain and cancel the debts
of the poor of the planet
The am is to get one million citizens in Britain to sign this petition supporting the charter. Copies of the Charter and
petition are available from vince.mills@btinternet.com or from RMT Union, 180 Hope Street, Glasgow G2 2UE.
Tel: 0141-332-1117.
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whose is the apathy?
Tommy Sheppard asks educated, interested twenty-somethings why they won’t
vote in the Euro elections. The answers suggest it’s not lack of interest...

Y

Parliamanet. Perhaps because much of what the parliament
does or gets reported as doing is to do with regulations and
procedures it is perceived as more technocratic than ideological.
I can’t think anything like the same reluctance would be apparent
amongst the same people if it came to general election – there,
the process would be seen more about expressing an opinion.

ou’ve got to wonder sometimes whether anyone would
really bother that much if the European Union disappeared
overnight. Sure, some would, but enough to make a political
ruction – or even a ripple?
Just over 30 per cent or those entitled to vote in the elections
for the European Parliament did so in 2004. It has been worse.
In 1999 just a pitiful quarter of the electorate could be bothered.
And it’s got to be the case that a big slice of those that voted did
so out of party loyalty or animation about the state of domestic
politics – rather than any inspiration of a pan-European nature.

In all the people I spoke with there was a weird sort of awareness
that their abstinence was not quite right. I wouldn’t say they
felt guilty about their disinclination to vote but certainly none of
them took pride in it.
There was also some reasoned analysis of why the situation was
so bad, with blame being apportioned variously to the media,
the education system and the political parties for nurturing the
ignorance and apathy of the electorate. One 22-year-old put it
this way “Electoral turnout overall is generally poor but I feel
the reason European elections have an even worse turnout
is that the issues they deal with are generally not covered in
any great depth by our national press. Also generally when
they are covered it is usually in a derogatory fashion by rightwing Europhobic newspapers i.e. The Daily Mail.” Another said
there’s a “feeling that your vote doesn’t make a difference,
there’s not much difference between the parties”.

How many will bother this time – on 4th June. Never one to take
anyone else’s word for it, I eschewed the pessimistic predictions
or the political augurs and set off to find the truth by way of a straw
poll of my work colleagues here at the Stand Comedy Club.
Not your usual workplace this. With its roots in what was once
called ‘alternative’ comedy, the Stand prides itself in being a
little unconventional and iconoclastic. Not surprising then
that it attracts a workforce whose character
is somewhat green, liberal and lefty - all
with small letters, of course. And given
the number of students paying their way
through college with casual shifts in our
bars, it’s a pretty well educated bunch of
workers too.

So how has it come to this? Well, I can think
of several inter-related reasons. To begin with
there’s not so much a lack of awareness as a
general presence of confusion about what
the European Parliament is and does. This
is inherent in the structure of the EU, with
its tri-lateral structure of the Commission,
Council and Parliament. To some extent, this
is understandable in a body which
aims to legislatively straddle national
governments, and yet at the same time
represent deals between them. But it
was meant to get better.

Here if anywhere, thought I, would be
the fledgling consciousness of the
new European citizenry, dismayed by
the small-mindedness of their 20th
century forebears and alive to the
possibility of international action in
the 21st. Mmm... think again!
I interviewed five people I work
with. Young, aged 22 to 34, and
smart – all bar one degree
educated. Of the five, none were
aware that there were elections
next month, and only one said
they would vote in them (having
been reminded).

We’ve had European elections for 30
years now, and although successive
treaties have given the parliament
greater powers, these have been small
increments. It’s still the least powerful
of the three institutions when it comes to
getting things done – indeed, the power of
European bodies seems to be in inverse
relationship to the level of direct democracy
in directing them. Without the ability still to
initiate legislation the European Parliament
is in a poor condition to respond to pressure
groups, much less to public opinion across
Europe. And as a consequence, public opinion will for the
most part pass it by.

Asked why, most said they knew
little about Europe or the elections,
although in a tone which was contrite
as well as confessional. “Won’t have
heard enough to form an opinion of
which way to vote” says one. “Do
not feel I know enough regarding
t h e
candidates” says another and “I
know little
about the Parliament, its powers and
functions and even
less on the MEPs currently making up the Parliament”.

Surely the time has come to at least give the European
Parliament a defined set of responsibilities on which it and it

This feeling that voting needs to be related to knowledge of the
institution is, I think, more apparent in the case of the European
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many in the so-called left of the Labour party were gleeful about
this is to their shame. Not only have they ceded ground to the
little-Englanders (and perhaps little Scotlanders) in the debate
about international co-operation, but by resisting regulation of
capital in Europe they have stupidly ended up giving the free
market free reign at home.

alone can reign supreme. Even if the horse-trading involved
creating such a menu led to a poor and limited list, even this
much diluted federalism would at least have the benefit of being
clear. The more power and responsibility the parliament has
the more it will be able to act on behalf of real people, and the
less likely it is that the EU will operate as a bosses’ club.

And all of this is overlaid on a political context of party
convergence which leaves most of us with a functioning brain
stem bored and numbed. As the Blair government embraced
Thatcherism and increased public spending to enrich private
companies it squandered the chance of a generation to achieve
real change – and it silenced the left. Even amidst the wanton
and protracted period of self harm in which international
capitalism is engaged, the left is silent still. It’s as if left wing
ideas have just simply stopped. Everything’s fucked and there’s
nothing to be done about it.

Whilst the Parliament’s role has to be explained and qualified
with constant reference to other bodies and legal frameworks
– whilst you can’t ever say vote for x and y will happen – the
understanding of it will remain confused. Anti-europeans will
harness the confusion and turn it into obfuscation. The rest
of us will just find it boring. In fairness, it’s boring just writing
about it.
There is a general anti-European subtext to most of our political
life in Britain and Scotland which helps shape public indifference
towards the EU and its parliament. Practically nothing is
reported in a European context, even though almost everything
we care about – and all matters economic and environmental
– is better seen through that perspective. The good papers
either do not have European sections, or have ones relegated to
after the home and world sections and focusing on porn stars
standing for parliament in Italy or whatever. There’s no serious
appraisal or reporting of matters European. This accusation of
absence cannot, of course, be levelled at the right-wing press
– the good old Sun, Mail and Express have plenty to say about
Europe – much of it lies and all of it negative. It’s got to have
an effect this: year after year, decade after decade, of constant
Europhobia.

This is a depressing situation and one which is bound to lead
to a reduced participation at the next few elections. How much
of the low turnout at the European elections on 4 June is down
to this general political malaise and how much to specifically
European factors is anyone’s guess. But it aint looking good.
There’ll be a price to pay: there always is. That will start on June
4. There’ll be an appalling turnout, and much hand wringing
about why.
But there’s another side to this too. Perhaps the question is why
as many as three out of ten voters will bother with elections
which have been almost completely ignored by our press and
political class since the last ones. That such a large section of
the population will drag themselves out to vote when there’s no
popular understanding of the need or benefit of so doing so is in
many ways remarkable.

Surprisingly amongst my sample of five, there was majority
goodwill towards things European. Asked whether it was
important that Britain and Scotland should be in Europe,
four out of five were positive. “There’s no doubt it would be
beneficial for Scotland and Britain to be part of Europe for
trade and commerce, laws and bill passing internationally on
rules that are unclear between countries” or the slightly more
vague but nonetheless passionate “I think it is important for
different countries to attempt to work together as harmoniously
as possible in an effort to improve quality of life for all, and I
am glad that Scotland is a part of this.” And another was
pretty coherent - “Very important. I’m particularly a fan of the
European Convention on Human Rights, freedom to travel in the
EU, stronger economic ties (although I’m not sure about joining
the Euro), being able to present a united front on the world stage
when faced with America / China / Russia. “

It’s not a bad base on which to build, assuming there were a
will to start doing things differently. Thankfully, there’s always
hope. Many millions of Scots and Brits live elsewhere in Europe
and many millions of other Europeans live and visit here. In
culture, food, an ideas, inter-European exchange has always
been positive, resulting in a richer and more interesting lives
for us all.
The problem is that in this country little effort has been expended
taking the individual experiences which people have of each
other’s countries and building them into a shared understanding
of what we have in common.
At the end of the day most people aren’t stupid, and our politics
has much to gain by treating them as if they have half a mind.
Instead of the weak and lack lustre campaign just weeks before
the deadline for electoral registration, we ought to have a
yearlong public education programme about what the European
Union does and where the elections fit in. Inspiring well-made
cinema and TV ads and continuous online campaigns. I feel I
ought to be asked to vote at least once for every hundred times
I get asked to buy Viagra.

We look to politics to challenge ingrained prejudice, especially
when it comes to building international co-operation. Here the
record is so very disappointing. As in so many other spheres of
policy, the last twelve years of Labour government have been
a wasted opportunity. Where they could have engendered a
more positive attitude about Europe they instead fell back on
Euro-scepticism in a misguided attempt to stifle support for the
Tories, UKIP and the BNP. Where they could have embraced,
even led, pan European economic policies aimed at controlling
capitalism, they instead dragged their feet on, and on occasion
sabotaged, the efforts of European social democrats trying to
make things fairer.

And maybe our parties could up their game too from the
shoddy morass that passes for their Euro election campaign.
Is the Labour party ashamed of being the Party of European
Socialists? And why for God’s sake are the Greens and SNP
campaigning against each other when they are part of the same
bloc in the European Parliament?

The British government could have taken the lead in a new
European constitution, driving for democratic clarity and
removing the confusion I referred to above. Instead it adopted an
almost wholly negative response and paraded itself as a defender
of the UK against attempts to control British capitalism. That

Tommy Sheppard is the owner of the Stand comedy club and a
former Deputy General Secretary of the Scottish Labour Party
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sick times, sick people
David Conway argues that what the NHS can do is limited without greater social
and economic inequality

T

rates of alcohol-related facial injuries. We found that the risk of
being admitted to hospital with an alcohol-related facial injury
was seven times greater if you lived in the most deprived areas
compared to the most affluent. This is a scar across the face of
Scotland ñ a physical scar yes ñ but also a social one.

he Socialist Health Association has argued for many years
about the importance of tackling health inequalities.
Health inequality remains the major issue for our times. And
the world is a very different place now ñ we are going through
major economic flux ñ so the issue of inequalities is ever more
pressing.

These statistics are replicated across many measures of health
(almost all in fact). And hold true most starkly for the most
major of all measures of health ñ life expectancy. Depending
on which side of the railway tracks you are born will predict
how long a life you will have. In Glasgow alone we can still see
differences in life expectancy as extreme as 54 years in the
poorest communities and 82 years in the most affluent, a near
30 year difference.

We are living in turbulent times, globally and locally. We face
an unprecedented economic crisis, mass unemployment, credit
squeezes, a major recession, a depression even.
This article will explore the likely effects of these turbulent
times on health inequalities. Firstly, inequalities will be defined
through examples from recent research. The potential scenarios
for health inequalities will be discussed by reviewing examples
of the health effects of economic crises from history; and finally
ñ for there is often too much focus on the problem of inequalities
in health not the solutions ñ the tough policy decisions that will
need to be taken will be outlined.

The potential explanations are numerous ñ social and economic
inequalities harm health through many and combined pathways,
in summary they include:

It might be worthwhile defining health. Health is not confined
to the medical definition of absence of disease or infirmity. It
is about physical and mental health and also social wellbeing
ñ and about being able to live a full and fulfilling life. And what
is inequality in health? Much of the discourse in this area is
synonymous with the social justice agenda and with social and
economic inequalities. So inequalities in health are unfair and
avoidable. They are inequalities in health determined by wealth,
power, and prestige (or rather the lack of these).

•

Direct effects of income ñ material resources

•

The role of limited social cohesion / networks / social capital
and environments

•

The psychological / physiological effects of social hierarchies
and power relationships

•

The levels of public investment in education, healthcare,
and other social services.

•

The effects and influence inequalities have on culture and
behaviours such as alcohol.

What will happen to inequalities in health in times of a major
economic crisis? To begin to answer this, an examination of
examples of historical data may
enlighten.

There is substantial evidence showing the relationship between
poverty or absolute levels of income and poor health. But there is
an increasing amount of evidence to show that there is a strong
relationship between the magnitude of a countryís social and
economic inequalities gap and with poor health (not explained
purely by levels of income and poverty themselves).

The Great Depression
of the 1930s. With

Some examples from research in Scotland in recent years:
Dental decay levels in children in Scotland have improved overall
ñ good news! But inequalities between those children in our
most deprived communities and those in the most affluent have
not budged to the same degree ñ bad news! The problem of
dental decay seems increasingly and stubbornly polarised
to the poorest in society.
Mouth cancer rates, over the past 10 years, have
increased ñ up to nearly 700 cases per year. And
we have also seen widening inequalities which
began in early 1980s but continue to this
date. Such that the risk associated with
low socioeconomic position is double
that of higher positions ñ and this
risk remains when you take into
account smoking, alcohol, and
diet behaviours.
The third example from research at the
dental school in Glasgow is violence and
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unemployment and absolute poverty rising to 30% of the US
and UK at the time, income inequalities became even wider.
While life expectancy during this time in the US continued
to improve overall, there are no direct data on differences by
socioeconomic groups. There is no doubt however, that some
fared worse than others. And the mass suicides of bankers
seems to be something of a myth.

income and health up but, critically, redistribution has not been
on the agenda.

Data from around the Oil Crisis of the 1970s/ early 80s ñ showed
that many countries at this time experienced severe economic
recessions that appeared to have demonstrable adverse effects
on vulnerable populations ñ especially the poor and especially
children. Hereís a quote from a UNICEF review on this: ìonly
in South Korea and Cuba ñ countries that have deliberately
implemented policies to protect children and the poor even in
times of relative economic adversity ñ have the broad trends
towards improvement in child welfare continued unaffectedî.

There is growing evidence that it is in the early years of life
that inequalities do the most damage. A recent review from
the Joseph Rowntree Foundation reported that child poverty
is expected to rise during this recession and will consequently
cost more to redress. They estimated an additional 4.2 billion on
top of the 2 billion already committed will be required if we are
to achieve the 2010 target of halving child poverty by 2020. This
is a major, significant and tough choice for tough and turbulent
times. Can it be taken?

The final example is the Collapse of the Soviet Union which was
accompanied by striking trends in health. Between 1990 and
94, life expectancy in Russia fell from 64 to 57 years in men
and 74 to 71 in women (still better than parts of Glasgow!). This
dramatic fall over such a short time period was a direct result
of the economic inequality gap widening and exerting an effect
through decreased social safety nets, decreased social cohesion
with corresponding heightened violence and alcoholism.

The Socialist Health Association recognise that there are a
wide range of policies needed to tackle inequalities in health
(again supported by evidence). The structural, social, and
economic policies which could tackle health inequalities
include redistributive taxation and tax credit measures,
improved benefits, housing and community amenity initiatives,
job creation.

Economic policy must be centred on a vision of a fairer and
more equal society where the benefits of prosperity are shared
by all. But to deliver this vision, there is a need to be bolder on
redistribution and the targeting of those in greatest need.

So to tackle health inequalities, the health service has a limited
role. This has been a difficult pill for us in planet NHS to take.
But we now need to take it, prescribe it and advocate it.

What now? Where now? In our globalised, interconnected world,
what are the likely scenarios for health inequalities as a result
of the current global economic crisis. A reduction or flattening
in the growth of GDP could reduce inequalities within a country
due to a reduced gap between the rich and the poor. Or ñ more
likely ñ such a reduction in growth would still hit the poorest
hardest

An analysis from 2007 found that giving everyone the health of
those at the most educated level in society would save more
lives than the whole of the health services by a ratio of eight
to one. Education policies, therefore, are also integral to social
change advocated here, and resources need to be targeted and
redistributed more to those most disadvantaged schools and
communities.

There is considerable evidence being accumulated to discredit
the maxim that economic growth is automatically accompanied
by benefits (including health and wellbeing) for all. A report
from the United Nations recently noted ìwidening disparities
in economic performance are creating two worlds ñ ever more
polarizedÖ. The poorest 20% of the worldís people saw
their share of global income decline in the past 30 years.
Meanwhile, the share of the richest 20% roseî.

The causes of health inequality are economic and social and
so the solutions must be economic and social. Policy needs to
be redirected towards tackling the root causes of disadvantage.
Health inequality is a complex challenge and needs a concerted
bolder effort to meet it. To conclude, the following two quotes
seem to capture the difficult truth and challenge we face in
tackling inequalities:

So while the West grew our economy, the poorest
countries were lagging further behind creating
greater inequalities. And while the West grew our
economy, the poorest within our countries were
lagging further behind creating greater
inequalities. Economic growth seems to
be always at the expense of the poorest ,
both between and within countries.

“Economic injustice will stop the moment we want it to
stop and no sooner, and if we genuinely want it to stop the
method adopted hardly matters” George Orwell The Road
to Wigan Pier
“What some people call the problem of poverty others call
the problem of riches” Gordon Brown in earlier times.

These same trends and inequalities in the
economy are mirrored for health outcomes: So we
see improvements in health for the Scottish population
but widening inequalities.

David Conway is Chair of the Socialist Health Association
Scotland and Senior Lecturer in Dental Public Health University
of Glasgow.
The Socialist Health Association plays an important role in
the development of public health and healthcare. Since its
establishment in 1930 ( as the Socialist Medical Association),
the SHA has campaigned for a National Health Service and
to defend the principle of comprehensive health care that is
funded from taxation and free at the point of use. For further
information go to their website at www.shascotland.org .”

This goes to the heart of the policy dilemma Labour have
struggled to resolve in their time in government and it goes to
the heart of policy on social justice and tackling inequality.
Have policies just not been bold enough or brave enough? There
has been a lot of effort speaking up for the poorest in society
and there have been policy initiatives aiming to bring levels of
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studying student protest
Christopher Boyd examines the protests against Israel that recently took place in
Scottish universities and examines how this activism fits with left politics

W

To the extent that Eden Springs is indeed involved in commercial
exploitation of the resources of Palestine, and thus the
Palestinian people themselves, opposing the company would
appear to be the epitome of left-wing politics: a dual blow at
the dispossession of the masses and the appropriation of the
means of subsistence and production by capitalist interests.
So too with the call for the university to distance itself from
a company accused of developing and supplying military
hardware used in the systematic killing of the already multiplydispossessed, and the a call for a condemnation of such killing.
Although opposition to BAE Systems solely for its links to Israel
would be open to charges of hypocrisy as the company supplies
other governments with which the Left disagrees, using the
recent Israeli offensive to catalyse public support for action
is a legitimate tactic. Indeed, I would argue that even entirely
separated from the issue of Israel, academic disinvestment
from BAE fits with the left-wing agenda insofar as it recognises
that companies inherently lack ethical judgement and are
motivated by profits alone. It is up to people - whether as
academics, students or citizens - to exercise ethical control over
companies and prevent companies exercising financial control
over our educational institutions. While the condemnation of
the BBC is very issue-specific it raises old questions familiar to
the Left, particularly in Scotland, about the existence and extent
of systemic bias on the part of the Corporation. The remaining
demands, however, are more problematic - though they are, for
that, perhaps the most interesting ones.

hy is Israel is so important to the Scottish Left? Its
relationship with Palestine is not simply based in class
or the politics of socio-economic disparity, though these are
involved. It is a relationship steeped in conflicts between and
about religion, race and nationality which pre-date the creation
of the state itself. Nonetheless, the cause of the Palestinians
has been taken up by the Left and it is important to explore
the rationale for its support; the Left can never afford to be
uncritical, especially of itself.
Though a full evaluation of the issues could fill innumerable
volumes, I feel that - with the current prominence of student
demonstrations and university occupations - a brief look at the
recent occurrence of both of these phenomena at the University
of Strathclyde may provide useful insight. These were publicised
by, and to a great extent organised by, the Strathclyde Socialist
Workers Student Society (SWSS) though they also involved the
Strathclyde Stop the War Society, Action Palestine and others.
There are two aspects to any protest - its form and substance.
I don’t think there is any problem with wholesale support of
the protest’s form since the Left has a long history of resorting
to direct democratic action alongside, or in preference to, the
channels of representative democracy either because the
immediacy of the cause demands it or because the bureaucracy
and systematic biases of representation are stifling the will of
the people.
The substance was, however, more problematic.
demonstrators demanded that Strathclyde University:

The

Even reduced to a realistic number, the creation of scholarships
specifically for Palestinian students runs the risk of appearing
to privilege the suffering and claims of this particular conflict’s
victims over those of others around the world. This is particularly
harmful to the Left’s ability and credibility in attempting to aid
these other victims, where such other conflicts are rooted
more in more straightforward socio-economic disparities.
Additionally, though perhaps a milder criticism, this demand
fails to follow the Left’s traditionally radical stance; it is targeted
at an effect not a cause, ameliorating rather than combating
the destruction of civilian buildings by Israel. A demand more
logical for the Left to make would be for more scholarships for
the underprivileged and oppressed, unrestricted by national
boundaries. Also, too close a focus on the Palestinian situation
risks detracting attention from genuinely left-wing movements
active in other parts of the world, particularly in Latin America
where even socialist leaders are continually critiqued by their
deeply politically-conscious people.

1. Cancel their contract with Eden Springs,
2. Disinvest from BAE Systems and thus investigate alternative
funding for the university’s engineering department,
3. Condemn Israel’s bombing of Gaza,
4. Create fifty scholarships to the university for Palestinian
students
5. Show solidarity with the Islamic University of Gaza: write of
a letter of support, twin the university with Strathclyde and
send funds to assist in its rebuilding,
6. Condemn the BBC’s refusal to broadcast the DEC appeal,
show the appeal in lecture theatres, and hold of a fundraising
day on the campus,
7. Oppose Israeli academics who promote military research at
Strathclyde.
The concessions actually achieved, while fascinating in their own
right, have little bearing on the compatibility of these demands,
and similar ones being made throughout the country, with the
politics of the Scottish Left and organisations such as the SWSS
which claim to embody it. I would argue that some of the above
demands are consistent with left-wing politics but, perhaps
more importantly in terms of self-critique, others are not. As
well as identifying which are which, it is vital to understand the
why of the situation: why it is that some don’t fit, and why the
Left still appear to support them.

Next, we come to the demand for the university publicly to
show solidarity with the Islamic University of Gaza. At first
this seems perfectly sound call for the Scottish Left to make;
after all, ‘solidarity’ is a feature of left-wing discourse and its
application to the Palestinian situation would therefore appear
natural. However, it is important to be clear exactly with whom
this solidarity is being expressed: while to the protesters the
emphasis is on it being the Islamic *University* of Gaza, it
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*Critique of Security* - academics are often either consciously
or unconsciously co-opted by oppressive institutions, the Left
has traditionally been fiercely defensive of absolute academic
freedom (perhaps out of a recognition that as freedom
decreases it is always the radicals, and usually the Left, who
suffer first when unpopular speech or work is silenced). Of
course, academic boycotts are nothing new. The most famous
example, the anti-Apartheid boycott, was not only against the
regime, but the violations of academic freedom such as the
banning orders it imposed on two progressive, communist,
South African academics. Its justification was that academics
cannot be detached from their socio-political context, especially
if
universities
become
complicit
in government action. However its
opponents within the Left argued that
boycotts harm academia as a whole and
thus not only the oppressors but also
the oppressed. Indeed, it is important
not to view history through distorted
lenses; even the boycott of South African
academics and institutions (which
had none of the national, religious or
other complications of the Palestinian
situation) had its controversies within
the Left, and anti-Apartheid activists
sat on both sides of the pro- and antiboycott debate. The current demand in
fact mirrors a third possibility proposed
within these anti-Apartheid debates: the
selective boycott or support of academics
and institutions based on their position
regarding the regime. This was rejected
then on the basis that political views are
not valid determinants of academic merit
and freedom, and should arguably be
rejected again - particularly considering
that the voice of the radical Left is often
unpopular and thus open to being silenced by such measures in
the future). Moreover many South African scholars felt isolated
and unjustly discriminated against - particularly since:

nonetheless remains also the *Islamic* University of Gaza.
Of course this doesn’t mean the institution is some extremist
hive as the more paranoid or reactionary media sources might
suggest, but the co-existence of religion and academia, even if
only titular, is an issue which could bear a lot deeper enquiry
than it appears to have been given. Also, it raises questions
of religion’s role in the conflict on both sides - a role of which
the Scottish Left ought to be wary. Even if the Left see religion
as merely incidental to the conflict, enough of those directly
involved claim religious motivation to give pause for thought:
does the Left do violence to those people’s self-understanding
when it seeks to impose its view on the causes? After all,
religion - and particularly organised
religious institutions - and the Left
have often had reservations about each
other’s existence and influence. The
understandable temptation to swell
unquestioningly the ranks of political
protests with religious organisations
must also be resisted. The enemy of our
enemy is not necessarily our friend: any
support from, or to, Islamic movements
must - if the Left’s position is to remain
tenable - be carefully scrutinised to
ensure that the protesters are making
points which are compatible with
those of the political Left. If a lack of
critical examination allows any groups
which advocate violence upon Israeli
civilians or indeed Jewish people of
whatever origin, to be associated with
the Scottish Left, this will harm not only
the chances of a just peace but also
the credibility of left-wing politics in
Scotland. While it may be Eurocentric
to label elected governments such as
Hamas illegitimate because the West
condemns their politics and methods, I would still argue that
there is an important distinction between simple recognition
and active support - while the Left may do the former, it should
not do the latter.

too close a focus
on the Palestinian
situation risks
detracting attention
from genuinely leftwing movements
active in other
parts of the world,
particularly in Latin
America where even
socialist leaders are
continually critiqued
by their deeply
politically-conscious
people.

”...boycotts are blunt weapons. Even the most apparently
straightforward and justified ones, on closer inspection,
have their controversies and injustices.” (Andrew Beckett,
The Guardian, Thurs 12 Dec 2002)

It is here that a serious issue need be addressed; the charge
of anti-Semitism. It is commonly understood within the Left
that being anti-Semitic is conceptually distinct from being antiIsrael (Israel being a modern political state distinct from the
Jewish people who simply form a majority of its citizens) and,
crucially, being anti-Israeli policies with regard to Palestine
is not being anti-Israel. Elision of these different positions is
dangerous because the political disagreements the Scottish
Left has with Israel should be kept separate from racial bigotry
so that the latter does not taint the former. On top of that,
those who are anti-Semitic should not be given the chance to
steal legitimacy from movements and protests which happen
to share their opposition to Israel’s actions but for benign
reasons. Again, a show of solidarity is more rightly given to
all universities in all zones of deprivation and conflict - with a
condemnation of attacks, whether military or otherwise, upon
academic freedom.

The solution which would therefore seem to remain is to attack
the colonisation of academia by state/military influences from
within academia itself, rather than imposing a higher-order
restriction on Israeli academics.
How the Scottish Left is viewed for the position it takes is not nor
should be, of course, the determinative factor in the decision
whether to hold that position. However, it is important not to
lose perspective and get caught up in a cause which is more
problematic than it first appears without continually critiquing
the conflict, the resistance and the solidarity. What the Scottish
Left needs is to “see oursels as ithers see us”.

The final demand to oppose Israeli academics is essentially
an academic boycott, and as such is particularly difficult.
Although - as Mark Neocleous outlines in his recent book

Christopher Boyd is a postgraduate student at the Glasgow
Graduate School of Law, Strathclyde University Campus.
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Reviews
Blue Gold: World Water War (2008. Director: Sam
Bozzo. Run: 90 minutes

commons debate but failed to draw out the driving force of
commercialisation, that which guides the logic of privatisation capitalist accumulation.

T

he film Blue Gold: World Water Wars, which had its Scottish
Premiere on March 26 at the University of Strathclyde, is a
Finally, ‘The Way Forward’ fell short of providing viable solutions
timely intervention in the global water debate. A riveting exposé
to counter and resist the powerful players at the global level.
that eloquently contextualises the implications of commodifying
This section spent too much time delving into managerial,
and privatising fresh water goods and services, Blue Gold
technological and conservational innovations at the expense
provides a snapshot of the pressing political, economic and social
of exploring political and economic alternatives. Moreover,
issues surrounding water and exposes the powerful players
though declaring access to a human right may be progressive
0903
ScottishLeftReviewAd:Layout
1 6/3/09 12:45 Page 1
operating in the global water market
- including
international
and look good on paper it does little to achieve equitable and
financial institutions, lobby groups and transnational water
guaranteed access to people in places where there is very little
corporations. The filmmaker Sam Bozzo illustrates how the
or no water or where water has already been privatised. The
unequal power relations that characterise the global economy
Uruguayan example used in the film, where water was declared
play out in very concrete examples at a global, national, regional
and local level.
Blue Gold unfolds in four chapters.
The water ‘Crisis’ tells a story of the
impending threat of water scarcity due
to overuse, pollution, deforestation,
desertification, damning and increased
urbanisation. The second chapter
‘Politics’ addresses the debate over
whether fresh water is an economic
good - a commodity to be sold, bought
and traded in the marketplace - or a
public good or trust that is part of the
global commons. ‘World Water Wars’
exposes the severity of the issue in terms
of concerns that threaten to reconfigure
geo-political relations worldwide. The
final section, ‘The Way Forward’ presents
some of the alternatives to privatisation
e.g. a UN convention recognising access
to water as a human right.
Though the film does an excellent job
in covering most of the broad concerns
relating to the debate over fresh water,
the main shortcoming of the film is its
lack of substantive political analysis.
As real as the crisis may be, the film’s
examination of the water scarcity
issue does more to sensationalise
than it does to explore the political and
social manifestations of the concept.
Scarcity is a concept defined and often
circumscribed by free market wants and
needs. It is a concept that is measured
not in terms of absolute quantity but
by market demand. Stewardship of the
fresh water commons is lacking, as
the film notes; however, as a point of
critique we must ask if this concept is
the measure upon which we should best
be exploring essential alternatives? This
point raises concern about the section
entitled ‘Politics’. Blue Gold does a fine
job of presenting the commodity versus

SCOTLAND HAS TAKEN THE
LEAD IN TRANSFERRING
FREIGHT TO RAIL
ASLEF WILL DEFEND THE INDUSTRY AND
ITS JOBS THROUGH THE RECESSION

CLEANER TRANSPORT FOR A
BRIGHTER
COUNTRY

Keith Norman
General Secretary

Alan Donnelly
President

Kevin Lindsay
Scottish Officer

ASLEF the train drivers union - www.aslef.org.uk
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a human right in the constitution, was more of a legal victory
than a human rights victory. Furthermore, the film does not
address the non-binding status of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights or the fact that there are no legal enforcement
mechanisms in place to hold ratifying parties to account.

much of the material deals with the problems and tactics of
Sinn Fein, the stance is by no means partisan.
Although published in February 2009, the individual essays
themselves were written at various dates between 2005 and
2009. It is a criticism of the volume, therefore, that it is not
entirely up-to-date with recent developments in Northern
Ireland. Nevertheless, it is a tribute to the quality of the writing
that all of the essays are still very relevant.

The central message of the film - the increasing commercial
trajectory of water, including the private control and
corporatisation of water - resonates in Scotland. Still publicly
owned, Scotland’s water utility, Scottish Water, is an attractive
prospect for water transnational corporations (TNCs)
reconfiguring their corporate strategies away from the uncertain
markets of the third world towards the stability and potentially
lucrative returns of first world economies and their highly
developed utilities infrastructure and favourable regulatory
frameworks. After downsizing its workforce since 2002, the
bulk of the capital investment programme is carried out by the
joint venture Scottish Water Solutions (SWS), made up of such
private luminaries as United Utilities, Veolia, Black and Veatch
and KBR (a subsidiary of the infamous Halliburton). In addition,
some of the world’s prominent water TNCs are involved in the
21 PFI operated and managed Wastewater Treatment Plants in
Scotland; what’s more, private equity firms have entered this
PFI marketplace. Taken together, private contracts amount to
much more than half of Scottish Water’s total annual budget.

A recurrent theme in each of the essays is: what are the
problems facing a radical, or revolutionary party, if and when
it moves from a purely oppositional role, to one of exercising
constitutional power within the very structure which it is
pledged, ultimately, to disrupt. What compromises might it have
to make along the way: and how can it make these compromises
without, eventually, alienating its own power base. The party
the pamphlet is primarily concerned with is, of course, Sinn
Fein. But despite the radically different starting points, and
the different contexts between Northern Ireland and Scotland,
there are still interesting parallels which the reader can draw
between the dilemmas faced by Sinn Fein, and the problems
faced by the SNP, as they move respectively to share or take
power in a devolved context. In this respect, the essay by Colm
Breathnach on “The Crisis of Irish Republicanism” is probably
most relevant to the Scottish reader.

Budgets, charges, regulation and corporate strategy have
been increasingly transferred to experts - more often than not
economists - with little scope or concern for public involvement.
A central driver of Scotland’s current strategy is the purposeful
and ideologically driven economic regulator, the Water Industry
Commission for Scotland (WICS). With its strong links to the
World Bank and right-wing think tanks WICS appears determined
to use its influence to direct Scotland down a commercial route
made familiar in the film.

The theme of Breathnach’s essay is that, despite its rhetoric,
Sinn Fein has in practice accommodated its principles to the
requirements of the existing power structures. The specific
examples Breathnach cites relate to de facto Sinn Fein support
for PFI, and for an essentially neo-liberal policy of low business
taxation. As regards Sinn Fein’s double standards on PFI, he gives
the following telling quotation of what Gerry Adams said when he
was asked about Sinn Fein’s attitude to public private partnerships,
(while addressing the Dublin Chamber of Commerce in April 2004):
“Well, we are against them. Having said that, Martin McGuinness,
as education minister, faced with the reality that he would either
have no schools or an involvement in a qualified way with private
finance, went for it. So I suppose you could argue that that is the
emergence of pragmatic politics.” Overall, Breathnach concludes
that the message Sinn Fein was giving out to the business
establishment was “we might not be exactly to your taste but we
can be trusted to carry on business as usual, we are now tame
enough to be allowed a seat at the governing table.”

Perhaps the most significant contribution of this film is its
well-crafted narrative about how the control of water is ebbing
away from people and elected political officials and shifting to
corporations and that this process is being resisted by various
modes and methods that seek change by challenging the status
quo of increasing corporate power. This film has a unique
opportunity to reach a wide and diverse audience and by doing
so raise critical awareness about the issues and awaken public
consciousness to the importance of fresh water.

Tommy Kane and Kyle Mitchell

And how has Sin Fein attempted to maintain its own grass roots
support, in the face of such departures from its ostensibly radical
policies? The tactics used form a recurrent theme in each of
the essays. As well as saying one thing while doing another,
Sinn Fein has adopted strong, even autocratic, leadership: has
cracked down on internal dissent: and has attempted to keep its
youth wing in line by allowing them a more radical tone.

After the Troubles; Republicanism, Socialism
and Partition,Irish Socialist Network (www.
irishsocialist.net)

T

o paraphrase the words of its own introduction, this
collection of essays is an attempt to provide a stringent,
left-wing analysis of the Northern Irish situation. It consists
of an introduction by Tommy McKearney: two essays by Colm
Breathnach: and two essay-length reviews by Ed Walsh. While
the perspective is primarily from a republican viewpoint, and

The problems faced by the SNP in Scotland, as it attempts
to exercise devolved power, are of course not dissimilar to
those facing Sinn Fein. Scottish readers will wish to judge for
themselves to what extent the SNP has adopted similar tactics
to Sinn Fein.

Jim Cuthbert
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Given that the introduction of capitalist social relations began in
Argyll earlier than in most areas of the Highlands, this spatial
focus allows McGeachy to situate these changes within an
extended time-scale which reaches further back than the dates
(1746, 1792) which are often misleadingly taken to signify the
Henry McCubbin
start of the process. Indeed, one of the pleasures of this book
This book is concerned, not with the Highlands as a whole but is the way in which it eschews one-dimensional notions of ‘the
ave you had enough of MPs on the make? Or should I say
Westminster should have been warned, they all found the cry
with a particular region, that dominated by the Houses of Argyll clearances’ by emphasising the complex and often contradictory
the on the take? Or does their ingenuity still fascinate you?
‘Taxi for McLetchie!’ a great laugh. This was not for the mother
and Breadalbane. In one sense, Argyll was an unusual region in
of the transition.
In itparticular,
McGeachy
excellent
What does appear from the amazing revelations of the past progress
of Parliaments
surely. Well
is perhaps
it’s worthislooking
at
that the leading families had already opted for ‘improvement’ at conveying the active role played by the ‘commonality’, which
few weeks is that we have too many MPs in the UK and this
what the Scottish accepts as its rules; got to
on
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estates
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1746, when
all
results
them before
using they
their were
idle creativity
on expenses
rather
was far from rejecting every change: ‘The commonality’s
mspallowances.scottish.parliament.uk/MSPAllowances/
other
options
were
removed.
For
this
reason
any
conclusions
than policies – not that the ruling clique would ever allow two resistance…was
not opposed to innovation and enterprise in
reached
about
their
activities
are
unlikely
to
be
applicable
to
thirds of the parliamentary Labour Party with in a million miles themselves but tended to occur, instead, where such initiatives
and you can find out the rules and the individual claims.
others
of making
their class.
However,
this is ofItminor
since were perceived to clash with their own interests.’ This is a
of policy
so lets
make money.
stavesimportance
off boredom.
McGeachy is mainly concerned with the exploited.
As well as The Scottishmillion
parliament
canfrom
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mileswe
away
European
Parliament
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so often painted of the peasantryHere
as
they meet the necessary additional
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away
from
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details can be
the improvers, notably the Church of Scotland ministers, were
engaged in a conscious attempt to overthrow ‘all vestiges of
what was termed feudalism’ - a task with which, given that
socialism was not on the historical agenda during eighteenth
century, might be thought to have some progressive content.
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tax McGeachy with failing to discuss
this given the massive areas he has
covered in what is, after all a relatively
short book. We can only hope that his
example will inspire further committed
but sober surveys of the rest of the
Highlands during this period.
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Kick Up The Tabloids
FAT-CAT TORIES IN PIG-SEX
JUNKET
H

in one sitting. In the meantime, that Tory MP could doubtless
claim that he paid for horse manure every time he employed a
speech writer.

as the SNP made Scottish politics any more left–wing?
What is beyond argument is that there has been a rampant
and unpredicted outbreak of Socialism at Westminster in
recent months. First, we have Gordon Brown achieving what
no previous Labour Prime Minister has managed, bringing the
entire capitalist system to its knees. What over a century of
workers’ struggles has failed to achieve, what even the Russian
Revolution in the long-term failed to achieve, has been brought
about in less than two years. By having an idiot in Downing
Street

This furore has led to Gordon Brown having to once more utter
his new catchphrase: “Sorry”. In the space of a month the PM
has said “sorry” or “I apologise” on a daily basis. He has to
apologise for the state of the economy, MPs’ expenses, swine
flu and Smeargate. I was even expecting him to apologise to
the rest of the World for inflicting Susan Boyle on Britain’s Got
Talent.

While Brown has been busy destroying capitalism from the
inside, most MPs have been busying themselves with the
redistribution of wealth. Taking money off the fat-cat taxpayers
and giving well-deserved hand-outs to impoverished members
of parliament.

(Incidentally, it does seem faintly ridiculous that Piers Morgan is
now an arbiter of talent!)
As the Minister for Swine Flu, Nicola Sturgeon has had to appear
nightly on our TV screens to reassure us that if we do as we are
told we should all be safe from the deadly virus that has so far
given half-a-dozen people in Scotland a bit of a cold. The Swine
Flu scare is just another excuse for the Government to interfere
in our lives. So we now have public information films on TV,
where we’re instructed by the Government on how to sneeze
properly. Be prepared for the next outbreak of diarrhoea and
Government instructions on how to wipe our arses properly:
“Don’t smear your shit all over the place! Get a Spin Doctor to
do it for you!”

While the public are understandably upset about the amounts
MPs are claiming on expenses, the whole story really is a bit of
a storm in a teacup. Or, more accurately, a bit of a storm in a
set of a dozen Spode teacups and saucers bought for £450 at
Harrods and claimed as a legitimate expense on a minister’s
second residence.
It would be wrong to claim that everything in the garden is rosy.
Unless you happen to be David Milliband and you are claiming
£180 of public money to pay for your gardener. We are told Alex
Salmond spends £800 on food in two months, Jacqui Smith
claims for houses she doesn’t live in and for her husband to
watch the porn channel on TV. Which sounds more like wanking
the system than working the system. Hazel Blears claims for
three different addresses in a year, three Sinn Fein MPs claim
for a flat they never stay in, an unnamed Tory MP even claims for
horse manure. Tourism minister Barbara Follett (or to give her
the full title as always appears in the media “MP- and-wife-ofmillionaire-author-Ken-Follett”) claims £25,000 for ‘security’.
I would have thought having Barbara Follett’s photo in the
window should have been enough to scare off most intruders.
While John Prescott is reputed to have broken two toilet seats
in just over a year.

Brown finally also had to apologise for the heinous lies, filth and
innuendo spread all over the internet by New Labour ‘advisor’
Damian McBride, who was immediately forced to fall on his
sword. I personally think McBride was unfairly dealt with. In fact
I would go further than that and suggest that he should have
been promoted, as he is the only person in the Labour Party
showing any sign of initiative.
If the opinion polls are to be believed, the only way Brown
stands any chance of winning the next election is to smear the
opposition as much as possible. How about this for starters?
Swine Flu was started when a group of Tory MPs had sex with
a pig on a fact-finding trip to Mexico, for which they claimed
parliamentary expenses.

While some MPs doubtless do have their snouts in the trough
and are milking the system for all it is worth, it is wrong to
assume that all of them are on the make. Some of the claims
are without doubt legitimate. You only need to look at both
Alex Salmond and John Prescott to realise that one of them
can easily eat his way through eight hundred quid in a couple
of months, and the other could probably break two bog seats

OK, the public might not believe him. But then they don’t believe
him every time he says “Sorry”.
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Critical Incident Responses
The abolition of the National (UK) Incident Response Standards in 2005 has resulted in Fire
& Rescue Services’ responses to incidents to be inconsistent and fragmented.
Between 1947 and 2005 the Fire Service across the whole of the UK operated under a
set of National Response Standards which governed the way Fire Authorities responded
to incidents. These Standards were abolished in 2005 and since then we have seen an
inconsistent approach to incident responses across all the Fire & Rescue Services.
The Fire Brigades Union Scotland believes that all individuals in Scotland, regardless of
where they live, should receive the same level of service as anyone else in the country and
have the required resources despatched to them as quickly as possible. The establishment
of an Incident Response Standard for Scotland is the key way to provide this.
Figures recently published by the Scottish Government show that the numbers of secondary
fires and rescues in Scotland are on the increase. This was predicted by the FBU because
we knew that to abolish Response Standards would result in a worsening of service delivery.
Unfortunately, this has come to pass. Without standards, Fire & Rescue Authorities (FRAs)
are using the number of Fire Deaths as their key performance indicator. Consequently,
if a FRA has less fire deaths than the previous year, this is being reported as the service
‘working’ and ‘improving’. However, this takes no account of the number of casualties and
rescues, all of which are rising, including those amongst firefighters themselves.
Incident Response Standards for Scotland would ensure that a particular incident would
receive the required resources at the required time in order successfully to deal with that
incident safely, irrespective of where that incident occurs. This would also ensure that
Standard Operating Procedures were adhered to, which would safeguard that firefighters
are operating within the recognised safe parameters.
The FBU has developed a model called the Critical Attendance Standard (CAST). This
analyses a multitude of incident scenarios, ranging from dwelling house fires to road traffic
collisions, and determines the resources required and how quickly they are needed, for
each incident. This provides for robust command and control at incidents and gives those
who seek our assistance the best possible chance of survival.
Last year, the FBU in Scotland launched a campaign – It’s About Time – which is calling on
the support of politicians and the public alike for standards to be put in place.
At the end of the day, we want the people of Scotland to receive the best possible service
that they can. This is what they rightly demand and deserve.
An Incident Response Standard for Scotland would ensure that a particular incident would
receive the required resources at the required time in order to successfully deal with that
incident safely.

Ken Ross, Scottish Regional Secretary,
Fire Brigade Union
52 St Enoch Square, Glasgow, G1 4AA, TEL: 0141-221-2309
E-mail: officescotland@fbu.org.uk Website: www.fbuscotland.org
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